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Racers gain redemption for past
with 34-0 romp at MTSU Saturday
Story on Sports/6

"Good Afternoon Calloway County"

MURRAY KY 42071
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With friendship, fellowship
and a love for farming pull
ing them together, more
than 30 farmers gathered
Saturday with their combines
and semi-tucks to help
harvest Paschall West's corn
in southeast Calloway County. West was injured in a
farming accident in late
August.

eighbors help with harvest
Farmers may not he able to depend on weather, crop prices and governmental regulations, but
at least they can depend on each other.
An army of combines and semi-trucks
gathered Saturday at a farm in the southeast part
of Calloway County to harvest 150 acres of corn

for an injured neighbor.
In late August, Paschall West, 67, was severely injured in front of his machine shop when the
tractor he was working on jumped into gear and
II See Page 2

Photos and story/
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Developers' suit
will be appealed
By ANY WILSON
Staff Writer
After more than 15 months in
the local court system, a lawsuit
involving local developers and
the City of Murray is headed to
the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
"I told my clients that if we got
anything it would be from the
Kentucky Court of Appeals or
from the Kentucky Supreme
Court," said Max Parker, attorney
for the developers.
Fourteen local developers and
corporations filed the lawsuit in
June 1994 claiming that the city
violated state law when it refused
to continue with a refund policy.
Under that policy, the city paid
a prorated portion of a tap on fee,
which is paid by homeowners, to
the developers.
The policy, which had been
used for approximately 10 years,
was halted in 1989.
Those currently named in the
lawsuit are Paul and Vickie Garland, James and Barbara Rickman, Jimmy and Elna .Rickman,
Shoemaker Seed Co. Inc., and
Gene Steely Enterprises, Inc.
Parker went before Calloway
Circuit Judge David Buckingham
Sept. 22 to ask that Buckingham's order dated Sept. 14 be
amended so that it could be

Fingerprinting
part of fair
on Saturday

appealed.
"I asked that two or three sentences be added to the order so I
could take it to the Court of
Appeals," Parker said. "I also
amended the complaint and was
granted the right to ask for the
city to pay a prorated share (to
the developers) of the cost of
installing water and sewer systems from each new customer."
Buckingham provided an interpretation of KRS 96.539, which
governs the extension of water
and sewer service by cities, in his
Sept. 14 order.
That statute became effective
in 1980 and has never before
been interpreted in the state
appellate courts.
According to court documents,
new lot owners within a subdivision are charged a fee by the city
to tap on to the city's water and
sewer mains. The developers contend they are entitled to a refund
of these tap on fees on a prorated
basis under the statute. The city
contends no refund is owed.
"The statute was part of an
annexation bill," said Byron Hobgood, a Madisonville attorney
representing the City of Murray.
MI See Page 2

Child protection services will be an important component of the
Community Resource Fair scheduleit,for Sept. 30 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Murray State University Curtis Center.
Fingerprinting and videotaping of children will be available
through the cooperative efforts of the Murray Police Department,
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office, Murray Cablevision, the
courts and the city and county school systems.
Children, both school-age and younger, and their families from
Calloway County and Murray Independent school districts are
invited to participate in the Community Resource Fair this year.
Other features of the fair include a clothing exchange for preschool age, elementary, middle school and high school students;
distribution of adult coats; free medical and dental screenings;
informational exhibits about dozens of organizations, agencies and
churches; fodd tent hosted by schools' PTO organizations; and fun
for the whole family.
Various business, restaurants and individuals have donated door
prizes valued at approximately $2,000 to be awarded to both students and parents.
The fair is being coordinated by Family Resource and Youth Services Centers of both school systems. -

Murray Policeman Steve Robinson provided fingerprinting for Michael
Perkins at the Community Resource Fair last year while his mother,
Robin Perkins, watched. The Community Resource Fair will serve both
City and county school systems this year.

Clean wearable children's clothing and adult coats can be taken
to the National Guard Armory on 121 North next to the CCHS
baseball iteld Monday through Thursday (Sept. 28) or to the various schools during school hours.
Through the efforts of the MSU American Humanics program
and Boone Cleaners, coats are also being collected in bins at WalMart, MSU and at Boone's Main Street location.
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•Developer...
FROM PAGE 1
"In this particular section, it
doesn't say it primarily applied to
newly annexed areas, but we contended it did. The developers
contended it applied to areas both
inside and outside the city
limits."
Hobgood explained that the
city's interpretation of the statute
applies to situations such as when
a resident who lives out of city
limits wants city water.
"The resident asks the city to
allow him to have city water and
says he will pay the city the
amount it takes to have the water
line run to his house," Hobgood
said. "None of his neighbors want
to participate so he pays the full
amount. If the neighbors later on
decide they want the service, we
ask that they pay their fair
share."
The person who originally
requested and paid for the service
would then be paid a prorated
portion based on how much line
is run.
"The city has interpreted it as
being clear that those who later
hook on will have to pay their
fair share," he- said.

However, Hobgood said when
a subdivision developer buys
some land, puts in streets, sewers
and water, it makes the lots sell
for more.
"The city has interpreted the
law that the developers have
recaptured from the person who
buys the lot and they all admitted
they had included the cost of
water and sewer in the price of
their lots," he said. "When they
sell lots and other people hook
on, they think the tap on fee
should be returned to them.",
Hobgood emphasized that a tap
on fee is a legitimate fee because
there is a finite amount of water
to be provided and sewage that
can be treated.
"Additional users consume that
finite amount," he said. "The statute doesn't say anything about
tap on fees."
Since 1990, the city has made
several improvements to the
water, sewage and water treatment services.
"Those improvements cost a
lot and they are paid for by users
within the city," Hobgood said.
"When you tap on to the system
from outside, you are impacting

the system and you do pay a
higher amount."
Although Buckingham ultimately ruled in favor of the city
by not ordering the payment of
the tap on fees, he ruled that the
statute was not limited to annexation issues.
Furthermore, he ruled that the
statute applied to developers and
the extension of service did apply
to subdivisions.
"All this was an interpretation
of statute," Parker said. "Judge
Buckingham basically said we
didn't give any money up front to
the city so we couldn't recover
any of it."
The developers are seeking
refunds totaling $250,000 to
$300,000, according to Hobgood.
"The city sees this as a victory," he said. "This is an interesting case, although complicated. I think it has statewide
ramifications."
Parker emphasized that it
might take as long as a year to
get a ruling from the Court of
Appeals.
"We won four out of five of
the questions and when it goes to
the Court of Appeals, we will
have a new shot," he said.

Tiger band
wins several
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Turn onto 94 West (Main St.) and
go out of town to the blinking
caution right. Turn left and go to
the first road to the right which wilt
be Sq. Hale Rd. Go until you see
the KofC sign on your right.
Everyone welcome!

The Murray High School Tiger
-Band attended the Christian
County High School "Tournament of Bands" Saturday and
received several awards.
The band took home trophies
for best color guard in the class,
the best percussion in the class,
the best drum major in the class
and the second place band in
Class AA.
Additionally, the crew of Murray parents helping the band set
up for its performance was
selected as the best "pit packin"
crew of the day by contest officials and were awarded a trophy
for their efforts.
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
western Kentucky man was convicted of distributing crack
cocaine as part of a drug pipeline
that allegedly extended to the
Murray State University campus.
Sentencing will be Dec. 11 for
Rodney Manning, who faces a
mandatory 10 years in prison.
The Christian County man was
ordered detained after his conviction on two counts of the drug
charge in U.S. District Court last
week.
Manning, 31, was indicted
based partly on evidence the government obtained after one of his
alleged dealers in Murray began
cooperating with police.
That alleged dealer, Rodney
Phillips, a former Murray student

from Cerulean, was charged in
late January with possessing nine
ounces of cocaine.
Under Kentucky State Police
supervision, Phillips drove to
Manning's Hopkinsville home
and bought crack in February and
March, authorities said.
Manning, a grocery store
worker and nightclub operator
who also ran a private moneylending service, denied selling
cocaine to Phillips and claimed
their relationship was social.
Manning's lawyer, Carol W.
Johnson of Hopkinsville,.said his
client had no history of cocaine
involvement. Johnson suggested
that Phillips tried to frame Manning after being caught with

drugs.
Phillips pleaded guilty to drug
charges and is now in federal
custody awaiting sentencing. He
was represented in court by Joe
Chaney, a Murray State political
science lecturer and attorney.
Chaney acknowledged that
Phillips sold drugs to Murray students from an off-campus
apartment.
. "Phillips was a big deafer in a
small town," Chaney said. "But
Manning was a big dealer in
western Kentucky, big time."
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Phillips is cooperating with the
government on other cases,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Haney
Jones said.
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•Harvest...

Temporary N Terrific
Prairie Farms North Star

Man linked to drug pipeline

recuperating, his friends have
FROM PAGE 1
gotten together to harvest his
crops.
body.
of
his
left
side
crushed the
"It's just a thing in the farming
A neighbor, Jerry McClain,
saw it happen. West was rushed community to help out," Tommy
said. "I've never seen anything
to the Murray-Calloway County
beat it."
Hospital and was given six pints
Tommy's wife, Regina, agrees.
of blood for internal injuries.
"We
feel so blessed to have so
to
Vanthen
air-lifted
was
He
many friends in the farm and
derbilt Medical Center in Nashmedical communities to be with
ville and later released to his son
us and help out," she said.
Tommy, a physical therapist with
According to Tom, seven coma clinic in Paducah.
bines and many semi-trucks
"It was pretty nasty," Tommy
said about the accident. "He was
working on concrete, so when he
got pinned, there was no give at
all. It crushed his whole left
side."
Tommy converted the elder
West's home into a rehabilitation
hospital.
"It's got everything: ramps,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
handrails, you name it," Tommy Inmate Sharona Ferris wasn't
said. "He's coming along well. expecting the Holiday Inn.
He's a lot more independent."
But she didn't anticipate the
Meanwhile, while West is overcrowding and unsanitary
conditions she found at the Fayette County Detention Center.
LMIWO Y
"It's not supposed to be comedger
fortable, but it is supposed to be
livable," said Ferris.
1001 WhItnell Dr.
The jail, equipped to hold 500
Murray, KY 42071
beds, has 662 prisoners. But
sleeping on floors and doublebunking aren't problems only in
Pubisher
Walter -L Apperson
Fayette County.
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
According to officials at the
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
state Department of Corrections,
Advertising Mgr. Mary Ann On
most of the prisons and jails
Classifieds Mgr.
Karen Coven
across Kentucky are at capacity
Office Mgr.
Rita Boggess
or beyond.
Circulation Mgr.'
Jeff Duncan
As of last week, there were
632 prisoners waiting to be
READER INFORMAlioN
placed in the state prison system,
Business Hours
said Michael Bradley, corrections
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
department spokesman. They are
Sat. 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
staying at local jails until beds
Phone #: 753-1916
Fax #: 753-1927
open up for them.
But the jails aren't much
AllhaalP11011.11mas
better.
Al subscriptions payable in advance.
Home delivery 6 days a week:
"At this point, all the jails are
overcrowded," said Robert Pow1 month
66.00 I 6 months $36.00
ell, director of the division of
3 months $18.00 1 1 yew
$72.00
local facilities.
A few jails are under construc.11KMAN.
1 YR. $72.otti
r,
'
tion,
but not enough to alleviate
Mated in Calloway Co., Benton,
the problem, he said.
Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and FarmingBradley said the state has
ton, Ky. By mail to other destinations,
price I $85.00 per year.
9,675 prisoners. The Department
Published Monday trough Saturday
of Corrections projects that there
every afternoon, except Sundays,
will be at least 15,277 prisoners
July 4, Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
in
the state system by the year
Day and New Years Day.
2000, but there are no plans to
AVOSS YOUR PA
build more prisons, he said.
Corrections officials have
Call the circulation dept between
already exhausted alternative sen5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
tencing methods such as proba3:30-4 p.m.Saturday at 753-1916.
tion and parole, Bradley said.
More than 15,000 people are
Mornay Ledger II Timm (U8PS 300-7001
already on probation or parole in
Murray Ledger II Tense is • meter al the
Asmociehod Press, Keeled* Press Asecroietion
Kentucky.
one Southern Nettecepers Publishers &socaWithout more facilities, the
cm The easocitesd Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger i Tams,
situation is not going to get bet-
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ter, Bradley said. The department
plans to ask the next General
Assembly to look into building
more prisons.
Some prisons' numbers do not
reflect the overcrowding problem,
Bradley said. For instance, the
current population at the Luther
Luckett Correction Complex in
La Grange is 1,041. The complex's capacity is 1,034, so the
prison appears to be only seven
people above capacity.
But the facility was built to
hold only 500 people, Bradley
said. Prison officials had to transform -single cells into cells that
could hold two inmates.
The overcrowding creates
stress on guards, too, officials
say.
The national average is 2.8
inmates for every guard, said
Fayette County Jailer Ray Sabbatine. The Lexington detention
center's average is 4 inmates for
every guard.
Sabbatine said he is running
more training classes in hopes of
fixing the understaffing problem.
But any guards flee the stressful
conditions
and low starting
pay — as soon as possible.
The facility has a 40 percent
annual turnover rate among
guards, Sabbatine said. Other law
enforcement agencies wait until
the guards get a year or two of
experience and then lure them
away with better pay and conditions, Sabbatine said.
"It has really gotten to everybody," said Maj. Glenn C.
Brown, director of custody.
Another stress attributed to
overcrowding is that guards also
have to try to reply to all prisoners' requests, said Officer Priscilla Martin, who runs the Fayette
facility's second floor. Black ink
usually covers Martin's hands
with inmate reminders. Tension
increases when requests aren't
met, but more importantly, the
one request guards might forget
is the one where an inmate could
file a grievance, Martin said.
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gathered Saturday to handle the
150 acres of corn and get it to
market.
As Regina rushed around filling out paperwork for the drivers,
she said every 15 minutes a semi
was being filled.
"Everybody knows their job
and is an expert at it," Tommy
said. "Everybody knows just
what to do. This (kind of community involvement) has been
going on for generations. It's just
what we do."
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Harvest season means high-risk to farmers
The National Safety County reports that the agriculture industry,
which includes forestry and fishing
as well as typical agricultural pursuits, is one of the most dangerous
industries in the U.S. with a death
rate of26 per 1,000 work population
in 1994.

This is an appropriate time to
focus on safety and health issues on
Kentucky's many farms, according
to Larry Piercy, Extension safety
specialist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Sowing the Seeds of Health:
Practice Safety," is the theme of this
year's National Farm Safety &
Health Week Sept. 17-23, and the
fall harvest season ushers in a highrisk season for farm accidents.

"Actually accidents on the farm
are declining slightly," Piercy said.
"But that's not as good as it sounds.
Last year was the first year in about

10 that agriculture dropped below
mining in accidents. But it's still just
barely below."
Just how bad is the accident rate
among farm families and farm
workers?
"Agriculture-related accidents
are still five times higher than the
national average for accidents in all
industries," Piercy said.
"Tractor overturns are still our
biggest killer on Kentucky farms,"

he added. "And now as we go into
the fall harvest season, the risk for
accidents of all types increases."
Farmers who have tractors with
ROPS (Roll Over Protective Structures) should plan to use those
tractors in high-risk areas, such as
hilly areas or on public highways,
he said. Both youth and the elderly
are considered high-risk users and
should be cautioned to use ROPS.
But it's not just tractors that

as augers around grain bins. Contact
with those lines can be deadly. This
is not a common problem, but "this
is the time of year we have them,"
Piercy said.
•Make sure to keep the grate over
the in-take to the grain auger to keep
hands and feet from being caught.
"Make sure all moving parts,
including power take-offs, drive
chains and drive belts are shielded.
"Perhaps most important: Take a
little time to think about safety
before beginning the day's work.

farmers need to be aware of the
danger risks this time year. Piercy
offered these safety cautions for the
fall harvest season:
•Make sure vehicles on the highway are marked with the SMV
(slow moving vehicle)emblem with
the fluorescent orange center, and
make sure all reflectors and lights
are operating.
-Watch out for overhead power
lines when moving equipment such

'No-see-ern' may live longer than expected
of the proteins produced by the
tiny insect known as the "no-seeem," which transmits bluetongue
virus.

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the beginning of autumn just days
away, many insects are preparing
to dig in for the winter — and
survive the freezing wc,ather
that's ahead.
Scientists don't know exactly
how they do it, but they know
that many insects — including
the pesky fruit fly and the common house fly — produce specific proteins that protect them
when the mercury dips below
freezing.
Agricultural Research Service
scientists have identified several

Bluetongue disease causes
about $120 million in annual losses to domestic livestock producers. Attempts to halt transmission
of the disease are hampered by
the ability of the insect carrying
the virus to survive the winter,
researchers said.
"The quantity of proteins the
insects produce is proportional to
the severity and duration of the

cold," Richard A. Nunamaker, an
entomologist at an ARS laboratory in Laramie, Wyo., said in the
September issue of USDA's
Agricultural Research magazine.
The no-see-em, known scientifically as Culicoides variipennis
sonorensis, produces the protective proteins during a process of
acclimation called cold hardening.
The insects usually die after
being exposed for two hours to
14 degrees Fahrenheit. But, the
scientists said, if the insects first

are exposed for one hour to 41
degrees, about 98 percent of them
can survive the colder temperature for as long as three days.

cess through genetic manipulation, and reduce the likelihood
that bluetongue virus would survive cold weather.
United Way

"The cold-hardening that we
performed in our laboratory is
similar to weather conditions in a
large portion of the United
States," Nunamaker said. "It is
possible that Culicoides could
survive cold weather for longer
than anyone thought possible."
It may be possible, he said, to
interrupt the cold-hardening pro-
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Topping trees does more harm than good
trees have reached an unsafe
height," he said. "Actually, an old,
healthy tree that has a good branching pattern is less likely to lose
branches than a smaller tree that has
been topped.

Topping is a more serious danger
to trees in the landscape than disease
or insect threats.
"Topping trees shortens their life
spans dramatically and creates potential hazards in high-traffic
areas," said Bill Fountain, Extension ornamentals specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. "This practice of drastically cutting back large branches
has reached epidemic proportions in
recent years."
Fountain said topping is always
stressful to trees.
"Topping interferes with the
tree's ability to manufacture food
because removing large limbs temporarily reduces photosynthesis,the
food-making process," he said. "It
also removes part of a tree's food
storage area; sugars, the tree's
energy source, are stored in limbs
removed when the tree is topped."
Scalding also results when trees
are topped. Since large limbs shield
much of the tree from direct sunlight, suddenly removing this protection exposes the remaining
branches to scalding. Topping also
might harm adjacent trees and
shrubs that were planted in the
larger, tree's shade.
Topping also leads to more disease and insect problems. The large
wounds created by topping rarely
seal over. And when they do,it takes
many years. In the meantime, these
areas are vulnerable to invasion by
insects and always begin decaying.
If the limb is already decayed,
opening it up will spread the disease
quickly.
"Topping can even lead to tree
death," Fountain said. "Some trees
do not tolerate topping because the
reduced foliage weakens, and will
likely kill them. For example,
beeches do not sprout readily after
severe topping; stress kills the

"In most hardwoods, topping to
reduce tree height or spread will
have the opposite effect New sprouts grow so rapidly that the tree
returns to its original height quite
quickly."
Another fallacy is the new grow di'
with topping is beneficial
to trees.
"While the tree appears rejuvenated," he added," dense, upright
branches are more likely to break
and cause property damage. This is
because these new branches never
are attached as strongly as those that
develop naturally. If wood rotting is
present at the severed end of the
Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:

limb, the new sprout's weight will
compound a bad situation."
Fountain said toppg would not
eVen be a consideration on established trees if homeowners used
correct pruning practices, such as
early training or selectively thinning branches or limbs.
"Pruning selected branches back
to lower, lateral limbs or the trunk
effectively reduces tree height and
spread," he said. "This requires
more time and skill than topping;
but it's well worth the effort.
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When you purchase any new Snapper mower, receive
from s100 to '250 cash back directly from Snapper!
See the Yellow Pages for a Snapper Dealer near you.
No Payments Until '96 With Approved Snap-Credit.-

Faye Childress
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Mapis,Murray
753-5234

jt Woodmen

• Hundreds of Snapper products at once-in-a-lifetime prices!
• Get there early for the best selection!
•Extended Thru Sept. 30, 1995

of the World

Life Insurance Society
Mane Office: Ousaslia, Flebraska

I Self-supporting 2i6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J ', plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang cohered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 214 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O 4i4 raised curt)

A 0 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete

E Treated
bottom plates
F 111 studs. IS OC.
G 7
Blandex
under siding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References ond Location o
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe
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Mat

1' 7 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 7 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24130)

$4,025
54.725
$5,125
55.225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

10-5-2 Triple Power Protection"
is Snapper's Ouality Guarantee

MAIL-IN
REBATE

MAIL-IN
REBATE

Attention
Landscape
Professionals
co up to
s500 Rebate

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built All Quality Material!.

53.525
54.325
$3.625
$4,825
$5,425

753-0045
Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Iestnut St.
urray, Ky.

GACADIVAT FOR
ICUITU6R(
%7Rf_tlE‘CORT
JOTIGr.

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

1., CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2' 7 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2, CAR (24e30)

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

Make Your Best Deal On A Snapper And
Get Cash Back On Legendary Quality!

Misconceptions have led to the
increased tree topping,according to
Fountain.
"Homeowners often have trees
topped because they believe the

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEAT URES:

"The best solution is to plan
before you plant by selecting tree
species that never will outgrow the
site. However,if you do have to hire
someone to prune your trees, be sure
it's a reputable certified arborist
rather than someone whose only
interest is collecting firewood from
the tops of your shade trees."
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Medicare plan
too timid
for Democrats
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — For months, there has been a steady,
predictable rhythm to the Medicare debate, a chorus of partisan
sniping that usually overshadows the particulars of the program's
financial problems.
But just as the Republicans try to muscle their plan through Congress, a group of maverick Democrats hopes to change the dynamic
of the debate. Breaking with Democrats who say the GOP's plan
goes too far, they hope to make the case that Republicans are being
too timid, offering nothing that will address the program's longterm financial stress.
"They are not trying to save Medicare — they are trying to
balance the budget," Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey says of the Republican proposal to slow Medicare spending by $270 billion over the
next seven years. "(House Speaker Newt Gingrich) is fond of saying Republicans can win this argument if they trust the American
people and tell the truth. Well, we're prepared to tell the truth."
He also is prepared to get the cold shoulder from many of his
fellow Democrats.
Telling the truth, in the view of Kerrey and his allies, means telling well-off Americans they shouldn't qualify for Medicare or that
they will have to pay higher deductibles and co-payments because
they can afford it.
It also means raising the eligibility age, to at least 67 and perhaps higher, to reflect longer life expectancy, and to put the program on a more solid financial footing as the baby boomer generation heads into retirement.
And it means scrapping the current system in which the federal
government decides how much it will pay for medical treatments
covered by Medicare and allowing private sector competition for
the business, a step designed to bring down costs.
These and other ideas, along with recommendations to reform
the Medicaid program, will be included in a proposal to be made
Friday by the Progressive Policy Institute, the think tank affiliated
with the centrist Democratic Leadership Council.
Kerrey plans to embrace the package, as do Democratic Sens.
Joseph Lieberman of Connecticut and John Breaux of Louisiana.
Lieberman is the DLC chairman; Breaux is a past chairman.
Beyond the substance of the proposals, "Democrats need to
address the criticism that they don't have a plan," argues David
Kendall, a principal author of the PPI approach.
That certainly is a staple Republican criticism — and now a
major theme of a $300,000 GOP television ad campaign just under
way.
"The Republicans have a plan to save and strengthen Medicare," one of the ads says. "Liberal Democratic leaders in Congress oppose the Republican plan, but they have no alternative.
"
Kerrey and his allies are embracing ideas that are vehemently
opposed by the elderly — at the very moment President Clinton
and most other Democrats are trying to rally senior citizens to
fight
the GOP proposals.
"A bunch of bull" is one label Clinton gave the GOP plan this
week while speaking to an elderly group in Florida. In contrast
to
the $270 billion in savings proposed by Republicans, Clinton
suggests $124 billion, which he says can be implemented in a "decent,
honorable and fair way."
Some liberal Democrats in the House have even criticized Clinton's proposal as going too far, leaving little doubt Kerrey and his
maverick group will face resistance, if not scorn, from within their
own party.
"Narrowly defined, the president is right," Kerrey said, making
it clear he was not trying to pick a fight with the administration.
"The Republicans are not doing this to save Medicare; they are
doing it to balance the budget and pay for tax cuts."
But instead of just opposing the Republicans, and doing more
modest tinkering with Medicare, Kerrey says the Democrats must
take political risks if they are to convince voters they have learned
the lessons of their 1994 election shellacking.
Writing in "The American Prospect," Democratic pollster Stanley Greenberg details how the elderly, after turning against the
Clinton health care proposal, "contributed mightily to the conservative surge" at the polls in 1994. As Clinton courts them anew,
Greenberg suggests they are worried about GOP priorities and
"ready to shift loyalties once again."
Given the aggressive courting of the elderly by Clinton and other
Democrats, Kerrey handicaps his and similar proposals this way:
"I don't think we have the guts to do it this year." With the presidential election on tap, he shouldn't expect it to be any easier next
year.

4.,

EDITOR'S NOTE — John King covers national politics for
The Associated Press.
'
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U.S. REP. Ed WhWield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
.202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MffCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Republicans rush to get things done
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Republican Medicare offensive is
more of an explosion than a
deliberation, an audacious example of the big bang theory of
policy-making.
"A hell of a way to legislate,"
says Senate Democratic Leader
Tom Daschle. But House Speaker
Newt Gingrich says it's the only
way. Can this process be saved?
So-called special interests have
assumed almost mythical stature
in the capital power orbit. Everyone has a lobbyist and a cause.
Senior citizens, corporations,
Christian conservatives, doctors,
teachers, ranchers — from here
the whole country can seem like
a field of restless grassroots
awaiting the call to arms, or in
this case faxes.
No wonder Gingrich, the Georgia Republican, asserted last
week that in this town, "you
either act decisively and get
things done, or you hang around
long enough for all the various
special interest groups to mount a
big enough lobbying campaign to
stop it."
It's hard not to contrast the
abbreviated GOP drive to revamp
Medicare with President Clinton's health-care reform campaign. After a year of behind-thescenes frenzy, the administration
released a 1,300-page bill that
lawmakers and interest groups
chewed to pieces over the course
of another year.
Republicans aren't taking any
chances like that with their plan
to save $270 billion in Medicare
spending over seven years.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Jill Lawrence
Associated Press Writer

We had a greater debate than we
even dreamed we were going to
have," said Daschle, D-S.D.
At the end of the day, Clinton
and the Democrats had nothing to
show for their huge investment of
time, money and political capital.
Yet some observers view that as
heartening, given the problems
with the plan.
"The outcome was a triumph
of the deliberative process. A bad
policy got stopped," said David
King, a public policy professor at
the Kennedy School of Government. For the same reason, he
said, the GOP should snap out of
its "rush to judgment" mode.

For months they trumpeted
sion funds. A last-minute
misty intentions to "preserve, scramble by the AFL-CIO, the
protect and strengthen" Medi- American Association of Retired
care. Late last week they Persons and other opponents was
unsuccessful.
announced a few details. Com"You would have been insane
mittee work in both chambers is
to
announce that (package) earscheduled to start and finish this
lier,"
said Wright Andrews, presweek.
ident of the American Associa"It is a very deliberate plot to
"The committees are routinely
tion of Lobbyists.
put their program over before the
bypassed,"
said King, an expert
Republicans have understandAmerican public has any chance
on Congress and interest groups.
able
if
not laudable reasons for
of understanding how it affects
them," said Rep. Sam Gibbons, playing their Medicare cards "This does cut out the special
extraordinarily close to the vest.
D-Fla., the senior Democrat on
interests, but at the cost of less
One is the unquestioned clout
the House Ways and Means
deliberation and probably worse
of a senior citizens lobby that
Committee.
public policy."
managed a few years ago to win
Vagueness is a hallowed tradition among taxwriters on Ways repeal of a major Medicare
The Clinton health care cruand Means and the Senate reform, catastrophic coverage, sade began with civilized Capitol
Finance Committee. They've because it increased premiums. Hill tutorials and hearings at
learned from experience that it's The mood is different now, but which first lady Hillary Clinton
the best way to avoid a lobbying why take a chance?
laid out problems and reform
There's also no question that principles
stampede.
as the administration
doctors, hospitals, insurance com- saw
them.
The Republicans
Ways and • Means Chairman
panies and other business inter- launch their drive amid much
Bill Archer, R-Texas, spent
ests have the capacity to gum up secrecy, ad campaigns and partimonths saying he had not ruled
the works. They proved that dur- san fury.
anything out of an end-of-year
ing
last year's wrangling over
tax package, but didn't commit
The irony is that their divisive
health
care.
himself to specifics until a few
recipe may succeed.
days before his committee took
Democrats point to that virtualup the bill.
ly endless debate as an example
One of the biggest surprises of democracy in action. "We laid
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill
was a provision letting corpora- it out. We had probably more Lawrence covers Congress for
tions withdraw money from pen- hearings than we should have. The Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 7 — The Charleston (W.Va.) Gazette on abortion
drugs:
America's most renowned medical magazine, The New England
Journal of Medicine, says research has established the safety and
effectiveness of another at-home method of terminating pregnancy.
A woman or girl who misses a period may see her doctor and
receive a shot of methotrexate, a common cancer drug, which
destabilizes the uterine lining. A week late, she returns to the doctor for vaginal insertion of misoprostol, an ulcer medicine. Then
she goes home. Usually within 24 hours, the second drug causes
contractions that expel the uterine lining.
Some cramps and bleeding accompany the expulsion, but women
report them endurable. Women in the test group said they vastly
preferred the medical procedure to a surgical abortion in a clinic.
We think this is good news, because it gives pregnant teens and
desperate woman another choice during their time of difficulty. ...
Of course, preventing pregnancy beforehand is even better.
We're confident that science will continue finding simpler, easier
methods of birth control, as well as more private procedures for
early termination.

Sept. 7 — The News Journal, Wilmington, Del., on Cal
Ripken:
There are plenty of good people out there who are understandably baffled by all the hype and hoopla given one professional sports
figure for playing in 2,131 baseball games. But think of what Cal
Ripken did in these terms: How many people do you know who
have never missed a day of work, never been sick, never needed a
day off — in 14 years? ...
Even the most cynical of (Baltimore) Orioles haters and those
fans estranged from the game by players union strikes and greedy
owners agree: What Cal Ripken accomplished is simply unparalleled in these days when barely mediocre ball players drive RollsRoyces and take sick days for strained eyelids. (One actually did
just that.) ...
Baseball statistics, numbers and player comparisons aside, what
Cal Jr. has done these past several years is display an American
work ethic that has all but disappeared as we enter the 21st century.
Professional sports need a few more like him.

Battle brewing over councils
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
They are wed together in a group
called the Partnership for School
Reform — associations that represent teachers, parents, school
boards and various school
administrators.
In the best of times, they are
not entirely comfortable with one
another. In the worst of times,
their interests clash and conflict.
The tie that binds them is the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
And now they are elbowing for
position in a type of scholastic
custody battle.
The offspring at issue are local
school councils, born of the
reform law and vested with powers that once were the exclusive
preserve of elected school boards.
The idea seemed simple: People in a school know better than
bureaucrats in a central office or
in Frankfort what works for them,
and they should be given local
control. In most places, it seems
to work, though it has hardly
been simple.
A half-dozen bills, all proposing some change in the makeup
of school councils or selection of
their chairmen, have been drawn
up for possible action in the 1996
General Assembly. More bills are
likely.
With few exceptions, councils
have six members — three teachers, two parents and a school
administrator, usually the principal. The teachers are elected by
other teachers, parents by other
parents of children in the specific

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated News Analysis
school. By law, the principal or
head teacher is the council's
chairman.
The 3-2-1 scheme and
restricted chairmanship were no
accidents, and from the beginning
they have held a significance that
goes beyond mere symbolism.
The Kentucky PTA says
parents, automatically outnumbered, often feel like "tokens"
and believe their presence is
resented.
Karen Jones, Kentucky PTA
first vice president, said parents
complained in a survey last year
that "teachers and principals
make the decisions and then ask
the parents to come into meetings
to vote."
A bill drafted for Rep. Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown would add
two parents, creating eightmember councils. Another bill
drafted for Rep. Gippy Graham
of Frankfort would add a "community representative" appointed
by the local school board.
The Kentucky Education Association says the educators hold
rightful hegemony because they
— not parents — have their
necks on the block. The reform

law required each school's
employees to be held accountable
for its students' progress or lack
of it. There are rewards for success, sanctions for failure.
KEA President Janet Carrico
told an interim legislative subcommittee her organization will
insist that teachers continue to
hold half the council seats,
regardless of the total.
"Bottom line: It's very important ... because of the accountability, that educators continue to
make up the majority of the
council, that teachers be 50 percent of the council," Carrico
said.
The KEA's historical adversary, the Kentucky School Boards
Association, supports the addition
of two parents to each council. It
does not favor inclusion of a nonparent "community representative," fearing that would "confuse the role" of the local school
board, KSBA attorney Libby
Harvey said.
State Rep. Frank Rasche,
chairman of the education subcommittee that recently took the
testimony of Jones, Carrico,
Harvey and others, is emerging as

a likely mediator on the council
issue.
Rasche, a second-term Democrat from Paducah, sounds like a
diplomat, acknowledging all
sides.
Teachers and other school
employees "have a valid point"
in that they "get the brunt of
either rewards or sanctions,"
Rasche said.
"However," he added, "we
need not to forget that those
parents ... have a bigger stake, in
a sense, in what the outcome of
the educational process is at that
school."
But before he was elected to
the House, Rasche was a school
board member in Paducah. And
he said he felt like a "fifth
wheel" when school councils
came along "because so much
was given to them. ... I viewed it
as being taken away from school
boards."
Rasche implored his audience
at a recent hearing "to always
keep in mind what we're really
trying to accomplish here, and
that is good education for the
most people that we can with
resources that we have."
But he acknowledged the power struggle.
"It frustrates me when we get
down to political pulls and tugs,"
he said, "but that is human
nature, and that's always going to
be there. too."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Magazine Club has events

CALENDAR

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

1

Clothing items needed for Resource Fair
Collection of children's clothing and coats of all sizes is continuing this week for the upcoming Community Resource Fair to be
Sept. 30 at Curris Center, Murray State University. There is an
urgent need for new underwear and socks also. Persons having items
left over from the yard sales on Saturday to give for the clothing
exchange may take them to the National Guard Armory during the
hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, until Sept. 29 or
sent to school with students. All city and county school students and
families will be able to participate in the fair this year. For more
information call 759-9592 or 753-3070.

Senior Citizens plan project
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens are coordinating an
intergenerational project in which they will be working with Junior
and Senior high school students with goal of learning about the legal
system and each other. This project will start Sept. 26 and meet
weekly at the center each Tuesday from 1 to 2 p.m. through Nov. 14
when the project will culminate in a mock trial. Interested seniors
are encouraged to attend the initial meeting on Sept. 26 to get
involved in this seven-week opportunity to work together with the
youth of the community. Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

Lois Sparks, second left in top photograph, was hostess for a recent
meeting of Murray Magazine Club held at her home. Also pictured are,
from left, Cecelia Brock, newest member, Linda Kelly who presented
the program on the book, The Hot Zone, about the Ebola virus, and Eva
Morris, vice president. In the bottom photo are Lucy Lilly, Sally Livesay
and Lula Belle Hodges at a meeting at the Livesay home. Rainey ApperSon presented the program and Linda Houck gave the devotion. Toni
Hopson, president, presided. The club will meet Thursday, Sept. 28, at 2
p.m. at the home of Eva Morris, 1005 Southwood Dr., IN, Murray.

Influenza vaccine in October
The Purchase District Health Department will be administering
the influenza vaccine during the month of October. This year's vaccine contains the Type A/Johannesburg and the Type A/Texas as
weel as the Type B/Beijing antigens. The department has centers in
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and McCracken Counties. The dates and locations of the clinics will be published
as the time approaches.

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday

Quilting classes are scheduled

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Sept.
26, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Joan Capo from
South Central Bell Telephone Compnay will speak about "Nuisance
Calls." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350,
or Janice, 474-8774.

Cub Scout Pack 57 plans meeting
Cub Scout Pack 57 will have its monthly pack meeting tonight
(Monday) at 6:30 p.m. in Robertson School Cafeteria. Anyone who
failed to register earlier can do so at this meeting. Every boy registered to Pack 57 is encouraged to come and must have an adult with
them. For more information call 753-8384 or 753-9369.

Gem! at Game Room tonight
Paul Gerni, professional pool player and trick shot artist, will be
at Curris Center Game Room, Murray State University, tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m.

PIP meetings are scheduled
Parents in Partnership (PIP), a support group for parents, professionals, family, friends and volunteers of children with special
needs, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 26, at noon and Thursday, Sept. 28,
at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. "Parent/
Professional Communication" will be the topic. The meeting will
also propose election of officers for the group, discuss the Resource
Fair booth, PIP Partners, and new business. For more information
call Val Dowdy, 753-1960.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering glaucoma, blood pressure checks, pulse and vision screenings at all of its stops during the month of September. Also available
is a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Wednesday the
express will be at Weaks Center parking lot, Murray, from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. On Thursday the express will be at Murray Courtsquare
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Friday's stop will be at
Wal-Mart, Paris, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 26, at 4:30 p.m. in the cafeteria private dining room #1 of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Joretta
Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital,
762-1100. Shared Care, Adult Day Care will sit with Alzheimer victims while caregivers attend this meeting, but persons should call
Susan Plunkett LPN at 762-0576.

AARP Chapter meeting at Holiday Inn
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, Sept. 26, at 11:45 a.m. at Holiday Inn. Special speaker will be Bob Valentine who will discuss the
filing of Medicare and Medigap claims, and answer questions concerning these programs. President Robert Hendon urges all members
and interested persons to attend and to note the change of meeting
place.

Scarbrough reunion on Saturday
The annual Scarbrough family reunion will be Saturday, Sept. 30,
at noon at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. All relatives and friends are
invited.

Senior Citizens has special needs
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is in need of volunteers to help with the City Meal truck, and also a piano in good
working order is needed if someone has one to donate. Anyone
wishing to volunteer or donate a piano is asked to call the center at
753-0929. Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

• See Page 10

For Your Convenience Now Offers

Little Mr. and Miss Hazel Pageant will be held on Hazel Day,
Oct. 7. This will be for boys, 0 to 5, and girls, 0 to 8. The deadline
for entry is Monday, Sept. 25. For registration call Melissa Walker
at 498-8022.

Singles (SOS) plan meeting

Monday, Sept. 25
Racer Athletic Club meetingr5 30
p.m./Sirloin Stockade. Open to publi.Eagle Gallery/Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU/open 8 a m -4 p m
Wrather West Kentucky Museui
open 830 a rn -4 15 pm
Tuesday, Sept. 26
Children's Clothing Collection 1,r
Community Resource Fai, 8 a in
p m./National Guard Armory
Parents in
Partnershir
(PIP)/noon/Calloway County Pub,
Library. Info/753-1960
Murray Lions Club/6_30 p in
Woman's Club.
Calloway County Public Libra:,
Parents and Twos/9 30 a in. Sto•,
Hour/10:30 a.m.
.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janic.
474-8774.
Alzhoim•r's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./Hospital Ectucartuf)
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hos
pital. Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP/noon/Holiday Inn Note change
in place.
Bingo/7 p.rn /Knights of Columb,,,s
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p.m /Hardin
Library.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30 a in.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Hazel Day Pageant planned

Calloway County Family Resource Center will sponsor quilting
classes taught by members of Quilt Lovers of Murray. This is for
mothers of infants and/or toddlers which will meet every Wednesday
from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the multi-purpose room at Glendale Road
Church of Christ. Child care will be provided but persons must be
registered in advance. There is no charge for the class. To register
call the center at 753-3070.

Monday, Sept. 25
Children's clothing Collection for
Community Resource Fair/8 a m -4
p.m./National Guard Armory.
Rape Crisis Center Hospital Advocate
training/5:30 p ci 'Faculty Hall, MSU.
Info/753-5777
Cub 'Scout Pack 57 pack
meeting/6:30 p rn /Robertson School
Cafeteria.
Murray High School „PTO open
house/7 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School
Open house and PTO meeting/6
p.m /gym.
North Calloway Elementary School
SBDM called meeting/4:30 p
Parents Arionymoust6 p m
Info/753-0082.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m /Calloway County Public
Library.
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 WOW/610
p.m./Mr. Gatti's.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers IVA p m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 630 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church PPC
meeting/7 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department76:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Professional Pool Player Paul
Gernia p.m./Curris Center Game
Room, MSU.

Ship Weekly & Save Money
ro.F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.tn.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Ladies of Murray Country
Club plan weekly golfplay
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 27, at 9:30 a.m. Persons are asked to note the change
in time.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses, Betty Stewart., 753-5885, or Beth Belote,
753-2379.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1A - Anna Mary Adams, Betty PP
Scott, Shirley Jenstrom, Cathryn
Garrott;
Tee 1B - Mary Bogard, Betty Jo
Purdom, Diane Villanova, Frances
Hulse;
Tee 3 - Lisa Carver, Peggy Shoemaker, Sue Outland, Margaret
Shuffett;
Tee 4 - Norma Frank, Jennifer
Crouse, Betty Stewart, lnus Orr,
Tee 5 - Betty Lowry, Faira Alexander, Venela Ward, Edith Garrison;

Tee 6 - Toni Hopson, Evelyn Jones,
Martha Sue Ryan, Ann Brown;
Tee 8 Barbara Gray, Beth Befote,
i'at Claypool. Rowena Cullom.
Winners of play on Wednes

day, Sept. 20, have been released
by Margaret Shuffett, hostess.
follows:
Medalist and winner of
Championship flight - Lisa
Carver with second place to InUS
On;

First flight - tie for first and
second place with Freda Steely
and Toni Hopson, winner, and
Rainey Apperson and Betty Stew
art, second place:
Second flight ,- Betty Scott,
winner, Ann Brown, second; •
Third flight - Barbara Gray.
winner;
Toni
Overall low putts
Hopson.

UPS

RIB NIGHT
Evei y Tuesday Evening
at Dutch Essenhaus
the rich taste of our grilled barbec e baby
h•ick ribs and barbecue pork served every
Tuesday from 4:00-8:00.

utch

Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh-Baked Breads,
Pies and Desserts
CALL IN ORDERS
753-2348
Hwy. 121 North

essetibaug
Serving Cafeteria Style

End of Summer
Oaks'ladies
plan events
Wednesday
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 27.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Burlene Brewer and Sue
Stone as hostesses. Pairings will
be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 20, have been
released by Shirley Wade, hostess, as follows:
First place team winning on
countback - Mary Alice Smith,
Dot Finch, Erma Tuck, Linda
Pate;
Third place team - Laura Parker, Martha Enix, Sue Veazey;
Fourth place team - Shirley
Wade, Doris Rose, Lib Dalton,
Crystal Parks;
Fifth place team - Bronda
Parker, Sue Wells, Kitty Steele,
Anna Lou Coleman.
The Ladies' Fall Golf Tournament will be Saturday, Sept. 30,
at the Oaks Club beginning at 9
a.m. with tee times every 10
minutes starting on Hole #I. For
reservations call Wanda Brown,
chairman, at the pro shop.
753-6454.

•••

SALE
Peaturirtg

Wicker, Rattan, Metal & Wood
FURNITURE
White Wicker HIGHBOY, Reg. $375
White Wicker/Steel Frame PORCH SWING, Reg. $300
White Wicker ROCKERS, Reg. $120
White Wicker VANITY, Reg. $125
WhiteWash Wicker/Metal ETAGERE, Reg. $130
WhiteWash Wicker/Metal ETAGERE. Reg. $180
WhiteWash Wicker/Metal 3-TIER STAND. Reg. $90
Almond Stained Wicker SkIITEE, Reg. $200
Almond Stained Wicker DINING CHAIRS. Reg. $80
Wicker/Wrought Iron SPATEE. Reg. $300
Regal Metal SHELVING, Reg. $200
Regal Metal SHELVING. Reg. $150
Classico Metal BAKER'S RACK. Reg. $250
Hand-bent Metal SHELVING UNIT, Reg. $175
Taupe Color Rattan DINING TABLE BASE, Reg. $165
Taupe Color Rattan DINING CHAIR. Reg. $125
Full Size FUTON Frame with Pad, Reg. $375

1111011 11111111111t
for a change
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
1205B CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY, KY

1

$300
$200
$95
$90
$100
$140
$65

$150
$45
$185
$150
$110
$200
$135
$125
$95
$275
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Racers make payment...in full

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

Survivors
tell story
ofjourney
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. —
Ridiculed. Humiliated.
Embarassed. Physically demoralized. That's basically what it
meant to be a Murray State
Racer three years ago, and at
times during the past two
seasons.
It's been a long road from
OVC joke to conference leader,
and the Racer locker room
Saturday night reflected that
journey:
• • • •
Houston Nutt: "You look
back and it seems like a short
three years, but this is hard
work and dedication and people
pulling together for one goal.
Last December and January
they thought we were crazy for
those 6 a.m. workouts, but boy
I tell ya, it's all worth it. Every
ounce of sweat and all the
togetherness and all the ups and
downs we've had. This is all
worth it when you look up and
it's 34-0 against a major team
like that...
"We're basically a junior
team so I'm really excited about
the future. It just tells you how
far we've come, but we can still
keep going."
Senior Mike Cutter: "When
I came here (1992), I'm thinking, well, they aren't that good
now but they've got a winning
tradition and maybe I'll come
down here and help -them turn things around and maybe I'll
get a (championship) ring by
the time I graduate. I've got a
shot now, and that's the only
thing I can hope for...
"My first semester down
here, when they were talking
about cutting the program, I
was scared, I was terrified.
Then, we got beat so bad there
were a lot of questions. But,
then the new coaches came in
and everything just got all
changed up. We've got a new
attitude."
Senior Xavier Shephard:
"My freshman year, I really was
seriously thinking about transferring, but anybody can transfer. I decided to stay here and
stick it out and everything
worked oul with Coach Nutt
coming in...
"It's (34-0 win) not unbelievable, because this is a totally
different team than what we had
a couple of years ago. I knew
we had a chance to come in and
dominate...
"A majority of the team stayed here this summer working
out together, and the team came
closer than we ever have
before. Right now, everyone
trusts each other. They know if
they take care of their responsibility, the, person playing next
to them is going to take care of
theirs."
Senior Dane Fuller: "A lot of
people have been here, guys
that I came in here with — guys
like (Jeff) Hornak, Benji Bona.
Cutter — they stuck it out.
There were a lot of guys that
we came in with who quit. But
we stuck it out and it's rewarding as hell."
Senior Anthony Hutch: "I was
just telling Dane over there,
remember that (MTSU 66,
MSU 6) very well when I was a
freshman and scared as hell. It
feels real good now...
"Getting up at six o'clock
and going over to the gym (this
winter) and me rehabing (after
knee surgery) all summer, yeah
man, I'm just happy to be back
• See Page 7

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State junior defensive end Anthony Hutch (89) welcomes Middle
Tennessee quarterback Jonathan Quinn into the game in the second quar-

ter with this crushing hit. Middle Tennessee never crossed the 50-yard line
Saturday night, as the Racer defense ran its string to 13-straight quarters
without giving up a touchdown.

For real: Racers crush MTSU 34-0
Racers claim
first in OVC;
'TY dominates
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. —
On what can now affectionately
be called "Payback Tour '95," the
Murray State Racers extracted
their sweetest dose of revenge in
their most recent gig.
Saturday's show was complete,
with the offense orchestrating
sweet music while the defense
rocked the stunned Middle Tennessee crowd of 12,500 into a
rare silence.
What was produced was a total
and complete 34-0 Racer
triumph.
"Oh god, the feeling is just so
great," said senior offensive
tackle Mike Cutter. "This is just
the best feeling ever, it's been so

long. We're just getting a little
payback for all the beatings
we've taken over the years."
Cutter, along with a few other
Racers, remembers 1992 and '93
when the Blue Raiders crushed
the Racers 66-6 and 45-3.
"It feels good to finally get
them," senior defensive tackle
Dane Fuller said of the win, the
first MSU win over the Blue
Raiders since 1988. "We took a
lot of beatings when I was first
here. It feels good, man. We were
intimidated two years ago when
we were last here, but now it's a
whole new deal."
Murray State, ranked 19th in
I-AA, went in looking for a victory, but came out with a statement in hand: we're for real.
"I tell you what, this is big for
Murray State football," junior
quarterback Mike Cherry said
after throwing for 196 yards and
one touchdown on 13-of-23 passing. "At the start of the season,
we wanted to start out 3-0, take

RACERS 34, MTSU 0
7 10 14 3-34
Murray St.
Middle Twin.
0 0 0 0— 0
MUR—Icilehe 29 pass from Cherry (Dill kick)
MUR—Collors 8 run (Dill kick)
MUR--FG Dill 29
MIUR—McCann 1 run (Dill kick)
MUR—Hampton 50 punt return (Dill kick)
MUR—FG Dill 34
A-12,500.
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Total Yds.
Return Yards
Comp-M-Im
Punts
Furnbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

BAUR MTSU
23
54-241
24-52
196
66
437
118
129
26
13-24-2 8-28-2
4-34
8-46
2-1
3-2
7-56
8-62
41:52
18:06

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Murray Si. Cullers 22-144. Cherry
2-(minus 11), Scarborough 15-54, Johnson 1-2,
McCann 14-52. Middle Tenn., Parker
7-(minus-17), Quinn 2-14. McGill 3-8, Lyons
12-49.
PASSING—Murray Si. Bona 0-1-1-0, Cherry
13-23-1-196. Middle Tenn. Parker 5-12-1-44,
Quinn 3-161-22.
RECEIVING—Murray St. Swinton 3-17, Idiots
3-103, Cullors 1-10. Stephens 3-33, Jones 1-20,
Taylor 1-4, Johnson 1-9. Middle Tenn. G Davis
1-5, Mostiller 1-19, Walker 1-14, Lyons 11,
Roberts 1-2, Rein 2-15, Lowe 1-7.

each game one at a time, but we
knew this would be a test to see
if we had a competitive football
team or not."

Middle Tennessee (2-2) was a
Saturday's win was more of
playoff team a year ago and
the same:
picked to finish second in the
• Middle Tennessee, averaging
Ohio Valley Conference this sea192 yards rushing per game, was
son. Saturday's 34-0 loss was the
held to just 52.
worst home loss coach Boots
• MSU had 437 total yards to
Donnelly has suffered since his
Middle's 118.
first year, 1979, which is also the
• MSU won time of possession
last time the Racers won in
41:52 to 18:08.
Murfreesboro.
• Racer tailback Derrick Cul"It's a dream come true," said
lors had 102 yards rushing in the
Racer head coach Houston Nutt. first half, while Middle had 58
"When I got whipped 45-3 right
total yards in the half, including
here in 1993, I said to myself, just two first downs.
'we've got a long way to go, but
• In 60 minutes of play,
one of these days I'm going to
Middle Tennessee never spent a
come back and get them.' But second in Racer territory.
deep down in my mind, I thought
"Unbelievable, just unbelievit would be a little bit longer than
able," Nutt said of the Racer
this."
defense. "The way they're playNutt and the Racers are now
ing is just remarkable."
4-0 for the first time since 1984
"You have to give them all the
and have first place in the OVC credit in the world," said MTSU
all to themselves. In the four offensive lineman Burt Talley.
wins, MSU has not trailed in a "They played real good football.
game and the defense has played
13-straight quarters without giv• See Page 7
ing up a touchdown.

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

Tigers take 2nd at Pepsi Invitational
Lady Tigers fall
to Henderson Co.
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High had to settle for
second place in its own tournament, the 7th annual Pepsi Invitational, Saturday at Ty Holland
Field.
The Tigers downed Hopkinsville in the first round, but fell to
Cape Girardeau (Mo.) Notre
Dame 2-0 in the finals.
"To me, the nice thing about
this tournament is that we try to

have good competition," Murray
coach James Weatherly said.
"Nobody dominated in it; two
goals was the biggest difference."
In the opening-round win over
Hoptown, Stephen Crouch
accounted for all three Murray
goals.
The first came off an assist by
Al Plan, leading to a 1-1 halftime
score. Crouch added two more in
the second half, off a corner kick
by Greg Miller an on an assist by
Ryan Clark.
Murray outshot Hopkinsville
18-11. Tiger goalkeeper Ross
Clark had eight saves.
In the other first-round match-

up, Cape Notre Dame downed
Owensboro 5-3.
In the finals, Cape Notre Dame
scored one goal in each half to
claim the tournament title, 2-0.
Each team took 12 shots.
"They pretty much dominated
the first half," Weatherly said.
"They had 11 shots in the first
half to our four, and even though
we played harder in the second
half and held them to just one
shot, it was a little too late.
"They were an excellent team,
the best we've played all year,
and they certainly deserved to
win the tournament," he added.
"We always like to bring in

teams who we don't play during
the year to play in this
tournament."
Murray, now 8-2, hosts Christian Fellowship Tuesday night in a
district game. The junior varsity
game gets underway at 5:30 with
the varsity contest to follow.

the field after early-season injuries, played its second straight
game Saturday with two other
starters Mary Kay and Kim Howard, sitting out with injuries,
while Cantrell went down again
with a second knee injury.
"We're coming along fine, and
maybe we're starting to get
healthy," Murray coach Mark
Kennedy said. "I think you can
blame the injuries on the fact that
the girls are playing aggressively
and the caliber of competition
we've faced. And our state ranking makes teams play harder

GIRLS SOCCER
Henderson 3, Murray 2
Injuries continue to plague the
Murray Lady Tigers as the squad
fell to Henderson County 3-2
Saturday in Murray.
The team, which finally got
goalkeeper Emma Shaw and
senior Allison Cantrell back on •See Page 7

NFL defenses bombarded in high-scoring contests
By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Sports Writer
Nothing went right for a lot of
NFL defenses Sunday.
The Raiders scored 48, the
Giants 45 and the Vikings 44.
And don't forget the Oilers, who
had 38, or the Browns with 35, or
even the undefeated Cowboys
and Rams, both with 34.
Points were so plentiful —

each of 11 games averaged 49.1
points — a look in the record
books showed that since 1983,
the highest scoring average per
game on a weekend was 54.4
points (Oct. 16-17, 1983).
As coach Ray Rhodes said
after the Oakland Raiders beat his
Philadelphia Eagles 48-17, "It
was a bad day for our defense.
We got nothing done ... A lot of
things went wrong."

Indeed.
At Oakland, Calif., the Raiders
scored 17 points in one 6:43 span
and added 21 more points in a
7:20 span of the fourth quarter to
come back from a 17-0 deficit.
At Pittsburgh, the Minnesota
Vikings scored 24 points — 21
on Steeler turnovers — in a 6:22
span at the end of the second
quarter and start of the third to
beat the Steelers 44-24.
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And at East Rutherford, NJ.,
the usually low-scoring Giants
scored 31 points in the second
and third periods to put away
New Orleans 45-29 for their first
victory of the season as Rodney
Hampton set a team record with
four rushing TDs.
"They pounded us pretty
good," Saints coach Jim Mora
said. "Our defense played very
poorly. We couldn't stop much of

anything, especially the running
games and that got siforse as
things went on ... We're at a
pretty low ebb."
In other games it was: Houston
38, Cincinnati 28; Cleveland 35,
Kansas City 17; Dallas 34, ArizOna 20; St. Louis 34, Chicago 28;
Green Bay 24, Jacksonville 14;
San Diego 17, Denver 6; Tampa
Bay 14, Washington 6; and
Atlanta 13, the New York Jets 3.
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Kentucky's Williams
becomes workhorse
in UK win over USC

Sports Briefs
BASEBALL

Expos' Perez charged with rape
ATLANTA (AP) — Pitcher Carlos Perez of the Montreal Expos
remained in police custody, more than 24 hours after being arrested
on charges of rape and aggravated sodomy.
Perez, 24, was being held at the Atlanta City Jail, accused of
raping a 20-year-old woman he met for a blind date at a bar. He
was arrested at the team hotel Saturday morning.

Delon ends season with Giants
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Deion Sanders ended his baseball
season a week early so he can have arthroscopic surgery on his left
ankle and join the Dallas Cowboys as soon as possible.
The San Francisco Giants were eliminated from playoff contention with a 3-1 loss to the Colorado Rockies, and Sanders said he
will skip the Giants' final seven games to have surgery today or
Tuesday in Miami.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Hurricanes fall out of Top 25 poll
Miami dropped out of the rankings for the first time in 10 years,
while Colorado climbed to No. 4 in The Associated Press college
football poll.
Miami, No. 17 last week, fell out of the Top 25 after losing to
Virginia Tech 13-7.

AUTO RACING

Earnhardt closes gap in standings
MARTINS VILLE, Va.(AP) — Dale Earnhardt cut into Jeff Gordon's big Winston-Cup point lead with a victory in the Goody's
500.
Earnhardt earned his fourth victory of the season and the 67th of
his career and trails Gordon by 275 points with five races
remaining.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
AAAAA

1•111111

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NFL GLANCE
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W I. T Pct. PF PA
Mani
3 0
1 000 95 27
Buffalo
2 1
667
45
Indianapols
2
1
333 62 68
New England
2
1
333 23 62
N.Y Jets
3
1
250 ea 102
Centre,
Cleveland
3 1
750 85 47
Cincinnati
2 2
500 97 1CO
Houston
2 2
500 72 79
Plnetsurgh
2 2
500 91 104
Jediaorwille
0 4
000 44 85
West
Kansas City
750 94
3 1
Oakland
3 1
750 toe 56
San Diego
3 1
750 65 54
Denver
2 2
500 87 86
Susie
2
1
333 41 69
NATIONAL CONFE ENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Dallas
4 0
1 000 123 58
Allzone
3
1
250 66 109
N.Y. Giants
1
3
250 68 98
Philadekohia
3
1
250 75 115
Washington
3
1
250 72 79
Central
Green Bay
3 1
750 79 61
Chicago
2 2
500 108 81
Minnesota
2 2
500 95 ea
Tampa Bay
2 2
500 47 59
Detroit
0 3
000 47 83
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West
St Louis
4 0 0 1.000 6665
San F rancho°
3 0 0 1.000 93 35
Atlanta
3 1
0 /50 73 88
Carolina
0 3 0 .000 39 85
New Orleans
0 4 0 .000 88 113
Sundey's Grime
St Lois 34. Chcago 28
New York Giants 45, New Orleans 29
Tarrpa Bay 14, Washington 6
lAnnesota 44. Pittsburgh 24
talent& 13, New York Jets '3
San Diego 17. Denver 6
Houston 38, Cincinnai 28
Cleveland 35. Kansas City 17
Dalin 34. Arizona 20
Oakland 48, Philadelphia 17
Green Bay 24, Jadtsorwille 14
Open date: Buffalo, Caroina. Indienapois. Marl.
New England, Seen*.
Monday's Game
San Franaito at Detroit. 8 pm.
Sunday, Oct. 1
New England at Atlanta, noon
Mar, at Cincinnati, noon
Tampa Bay at Carolna, noon
Philadelphia at New Orleens. noon
Dalin at Washington, noon
St Louis at Indianapols, noon
Kansas City at Arizona. 3 p.m.
Jadisonville at Houston. 3 pm
Darrow at Seattle, 3 p.m.
San Dego al Pittsburgh, 3 p.m.
New York Giants at San Frandeco. 3 p m.
Oakland at New York Jets. 7 p.m.
Open dale: Chicago. Detroit, Green Bay,
lAnnesota
Monday, Oct. 2
Buffalo at Clevelend. 8 pm

STEVE PARKER/Ledger II Times photo
Middle Tennessee quarterback Shelby Parker is swarmed by Racer
defensive linemen Ramon Okoli (92) and Jeff Homak (46).

By JOHN SHURR
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Meet Moe Williams, a.k.a.
"Superman."
"I told him after the game I
thought he was Superman the
way he was running the ball,"
said Kentucky quarterback Billy
Jack Haskins.
"He was breaking tackles and
running over people. They
couldn't get him down."
Williams, who set a Kentucky
rushing record and scored four
touchdowns Saturday in the
Wildcats' 35-30 Southeastern
Conference win over South Carolina, was indeed the man of
steel.
Williams, despite a soggy field

II Racers...

and torrential fourth quart •r rai
finished the game with a"
yards on 40 carries Ho
caught one pass for
yards and returned four kick
an additional "N.
The junior tailhack shattuic 1
Ivy Joe Hunter's 190, rushir
record of 218 yirds
Vanderbilt.
Twice he ran up the w,d,ile
touchdowns and twic, he ,s"
around right end for another
In fact, he made the left
the Gamecocks' dcteris • I.N
easy pickin's
"He's a man,- said /
coach Bill (furry
sia
"Moe Williams (lid
today. What dld he
yards?"-

III Soccer.

room up 17-0.
with still 6:05 to play in the third.
Middle forced two Racer tur- "It was a white (middle) return
We couldn't slow them down,
novers in the red zone or the and I made the first guy miss and
and we couldn't move the ball
score could've been worse.
I was just determined to get it
against them."
"They turned the ball over and in."
MSU's defense set the offense
gave us good field position early,
Cullors finished the night with
up with good field position all
and really, we probably could've 144 yards rushing on 22 carries
night long.
scored more points than that ear- and one TD. Brigham Lyons,
After two defensive stands, the
ly," said Cherry.
Middle's standout tailback, had
Racers got on the board with 5:20
Middle, which lost 34-26 to 49 yards on 12 carries.
to play in the first quarter when
Georgia Southern two weeks ago
"All the years and all the beatCherry hit wideout Kwabene
after
trailing 34-3 at halftime, ings we've taken, it just feels
ldelette with a 29-yard scoring
was still a threat.
good right now to win," said
strike.
That threat was thwarted to junior defensive end Anthony
"Coach Nutt called the play
perfectly," said Idelette, who start the second half when the Hutch. "And, if you keep wincaught three passes for 103 yards. MSU defense sent the Blue Raid- ning it can get real contagious
ers three and out and the Racer and I think that's what's happen"He went with some plays early
offense
went 84 yards in 14 plays ing right now."
in order to make the big play
"They have a very strong
happen. I went in to make a fake to take a 24-0 lead when fullback
David McCann went over from defense," said Blue Raider quarblock, and went out and the ball
one-yard out.
terback Jonathan Quinn. "They
was just there."
"That was big," Nutt said. "We played an eight-man front and
Early in the second quarter,
Cullors capped an 8-play, 49-yard saw, the film, and that was the kept coming all night long."
drive with an 8-yard dash through first thing in my mind (Saturday).
I reminded (defensive coordinathe Middle defense to put MSU
up 14-0. A Chris Dill 29-yard tor) Kim Dameron, it's Georgia
field goal with 5:52 to play in the Southern all over again. They can
half sent MSU into the locker score 28 in a hurry."
If that didn't take the life out
of Middle, William Hampton's
50-yard punt return for a touchdown on their next possession
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
did.
FROM PAGE 6
OPEN
"I had some great upfield
Mon.-Fri
out here. I was just ready to
7-5
blocking and I give all the credit
take all that frustration out...
Sat. 7-Noon
400 industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
to the punt return team for pick"This summer I got so mad,
ing
up
their
blocks,"
said
Hampthere were just times I just
ton, putting the Racers up 31-0
wanted to quit. I wanted to be
normal and do everything the
rest of the team was doing. I'm
just taking that frustration out
on a couple of people right
now. Nothing personal, I just
need to get it all out...
"Just being apart of it, man, I
mean just going out there and
doing what you love to do and
that's play football. Not everybody can play football, there's
just a few of us, and I'm just
happy to be playing right now."

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

IN Hutch...

WAREHOUSE TIRE

We would like to make
two things perfectly clear.
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The All New 1996 Ford Taurus!

A NAME YOU KNOW WELL.
A LOOK YOU'VE NEVER SEEN.
Two reasons to visit Van Dyck Eye Center
in Paris, Tennessee on September 28th.
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Geometrically, the shape suggests a symphony of ovals. Aerodynamically, it
represents advanced thinking and has the sleek appearance to match. It's user
friendly, and pleasant to the touch. Functionally, it sets new, higher standards
for mid-size wagons and sedans. It's a bold new breed of Taurus.

Free Cataract/Glaucoma
Screening

Free RK
Screening

2-4 p.m.

4-6 p.m.

1024 Kelley Drive
Pans, TN

1024 Kelley Drive
Pans, TN

For reservations call 1-800-489-0237.
If these screening dates are not convenient, please call to schedule a free personal evaluation

1996 Taurus
Standard Features
• Driver and right front passenger air bags
II 60/40 split fold-down rear seat back
II Child proof rear door locks
•Fold-down center console
• Extremely quiet
•Sleek looking, but roomy
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Available in 11
Enticing Colors—
One Right Just For You!
Come By and Test Drive The
All New Taurus For '96.

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

on
15,
tO18;
14;
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701 Main Street

A

Murray, Ky.

0

FROM PAGE 6
against us."
Against Henderson, 1/14.1ui;:
picked up goals from Sat
Snyder, off an assist from !earl,
Maddox, and Samantha llogsc
with an assist from ("own,
Christopher. Murray outshol 1;,
derson 17-11 with Shaw toi,diri,.
eight saves.
Murray, now 5-5, plays at
loway County Thursday nigh
The junior varsity corit,,..1
underway at 5:30 with the vii sit
game to follow.
Correction: In last l'hur;
day's match at Marshall Coon,
a goal scored by Courtney chi
opher was incorrectly given
Sarah Snyder.
.Murray's JV squad delHenderson 3-2 Saturday, get!!.
two goals from Conney t'ancrti
and another from Ficc's

FROM PAGE 6

(502) 753-5273

If your eyesight isn't perfect, we'd
like to tell you about some safe outpatient procedures available at Van Dyck
Eye Center.
If you are nearsighted or have astigmatism, you may be a candidate for radial
keratotomy (RK). Nearly all RK patients
experience a significant improvement

and don't need glasses or contacts after
the procedure.
If you are 55 or older and your vision
is blurry or dim, simple cataract surgery
may be your answer
So look into RK and cataract surgery
at Van Dyck Eye Center. The benefits
are perfectly clear,

*NM
VAN DYCK EYE CENTER
AND AMBULATORY EYE SURGERY CENTER

1024 Kelley Drive • Paris Tennessee 38242
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CLASSIFIED
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121ualsaY Ask

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column Inch
AO% Olscounl 2nd auk
60% Dlicount 3rd Ram
441 3 Ade Mal Rios MINI 4 Oar Abel)
$2 00 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Gukie).

Reader Ad4
306 per word. $6.00 minimum
st day.64 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classtflecis go into Shopping Guide.) $2.03 extra for
bend box ads

iciaLSalejL5122zepszicl
A $200 tee will be requiredto make
any changes b ad oftin deadlinir.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
020
025
030
040
050

280
FARMERS MARKET
90
370
390
400
550

310
320
330
340
360

The general fund tax levied in fiscal year
1994-95 was 35.4 cents on real estate and
36.6 cents on tangible personal property and
produced revenue of$872,584. The proposed
genera] fund tax rate of 34.0 cents on real
estate and 36.6 cents on tangible personal
property is expected to produce $942,869 for
1995-96. Of this amount, $169,111 is from
new and personal property. The compensating tax rate for 1995-96 is 32.8 cents on real
estate and 35.3 cents on tangible personal
property and is expected to produce
$909,554.

•

The general area to which revenue in excess
of 1994-95 revenue is to be allocated is as
follows: Instruction, $70,285.
The general assembly has required publication of this advertisement and information
contained herein.

020
Notice
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reeder 8 Advisor A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment

NEEDED Coats of all SIZEtS
for Community Resource
Fair For free cleaning take
to Boone s Cleaners on
Main St

•

C

J VIDEO

1410 Glendale
New Tapes Rentals
Monday-Thursday
New Releases
(Reg. $3.00) Will Be $200 or 2 For $3.00
Tapes Regular $200 Will Be $1.00
Tapes Regular 99C Will Be 75t or 2 For 99c
Friday & Saturday All Tapes Will Be Regular Price

Our Granddaddy may be half
r...iitur old today, but we
love him just the same.

Happy Birthday!
Justin, Kristin & Logan
America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling

Ain't It Nifty
Roy's Fifty
Happy Birthday
HAVE YOU BOUGHT A
NEW MOBILE HOME
LATELY? Have problems
with Dealer or Manufacturer Call 502-436-5261
Have open house to see
what we got
HOUSE Of Clothes where
$1 00 buys what you need
Shorts, Jeans, t-shirts, dresses, work pants Mon thru
Fri, 1701 N 121 Bypass
Phone 753 6981 Sat Sun
13 miles from Murray on
464 489-2243
LEASE to hunters,
300/acre wildlife refuge
753-1300

CARPENTERS helper
needed, must be ambitious
& reliable 436-2766
CONCRETE finishers
needed full or part time
502-898-8425

Pizza Magic Aurora Open
5pm Thurs, Fri Sat Pizza,
salads, hot sandwiches,
gyros & bread sticks Dinein or carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804
STEAK and Potato Diet.
Lose weight by eating to
your hearts content. Guaranteed to work. $10.00 to
Woodvalley 55, Able Rd.
Benton, Ky 42025
WANTED Children's clothing and coats of all sizes
for Community Resource
Fair Take coats in need of
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners, other items may be
taken to National Guard
Armory 8am 4pm , M-F

Personals

Relaxation
Stress Reduction
Pain Relief

753-3801
7 DAYS A WEE}
10:00AM - 10:00PM
Dove Estes UvIT

MASSAGE TO YOU
Convenient studio or outcolls to uou- home or hotel

NURSING

Food Service Aide
The Food Service department has full and part
time positions open for food service aides.
Ream apply In person to Cedella Davis, R.D.

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
MMIL

APPLY IN PERSON AT:

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PRODUCTION WORK
ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Opportunity Employer

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

-

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199

050
Lost
And Found
FOUND Black & white
stripe Tabby male kitten,
near Old City Park, approx
2 mos , old 753-6524
FOUND Young male cat,
white: tan & gray Irvin
Cobb area 436-2838

EXPERIENCED waitress
wanted, days only apply in
person, Hungry Bear
Restaurant.
EXTERIOR maintenance
including landscaping,
painting, brick cleaning,
asphalt sealing, etc Hard
work, experience a plus
Serious inquiries only,
400-500 759-4118

IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced mechanical
designer-drafter Autocad
experience required, 2-3
yrs experience in design of
pressure vessels and/or
transportation equip preferred. Mail resume and
salary history in confidence
to PO Box 809 Calvert
City, Ky 42029
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
714-502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 hours)
NOW hiring for full time
position. Job requires self
confident person(s), who
are honest, hard working
and desire a chance to start
at an entry level position
and work their way up. Position includes delivery, collections and sales We offer
competitive wages, product
purchase plan and a health
insurance package. Apply
in person at COLORTYME,
408 N 12th St., Murray.
NOW hiring waitress & dishwasher Apply in person
Hong Kong Restaurant. No
phone calls please

West-View

REDUCE, Burn off fat fast
Take OPAL, available Holland Drug, 109 So 4th St.
Murray
WILL the person who mows
the old Bethel Cemetery on
Bethel Rd please contact
me at the following address
or number James K Phil
lips, 10692W Fla Ave #B
Lakewbod, Co., 80232 Ph
303-969-0773

EXPERIENCED backhoe
operator for septic system
installation CDL required
Benefits 759-1401

HELP Wanted: Earn up to
$500 per week assembling
products at home No experience.
Info
1-504-646-1700 Dept Ky2021.

HOME

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

BOOKKEEPER part time,
knowledge of payroll &
taxes helpful May be full
time soon Send resume to
PO Box 1040 I, Murray, Ky
42071

NuRSiNG

0-1

OnnE

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View nursing home is a supenor rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality resident care The applicant must have a high school
diploma or GED. Nurse aide certification preferred
but not required Certified nurse aide training
program available
West View offers competitive salary and excellent benefits, including health and life insurance and
paid vacation and holidays and paid sick days
Full-time positions are avaliabie on the 3-11 and
7-3 shifts
Please apply In person or contact Gwen
Pron. LPN, staff development
502 753 1300
1401

SOUTH 16th sr Of

T

MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

NOW taking applications
for journeyman and apprentice heat & air conditioning installers Call
753-8181 from 710am to
4 30pm, or come by 802
Chestnut St to apply.
ONE Price Clothing now
hiring for store Sales Manager Salary negotiable.
based on experience
Apply in person
SITTER for 9mo. old in my
home Mon-Fri. Good pay
for right person, must have
references, 489-6079.
TRUCK Drivers regional,
home most weekends,
SO.28/mile loaded,
$0.24/mile empty. Apply in
person, 409 S. 121h. St.
Murray
WENDY'S now hiring daytime sandwich makers &
night-time closers Apply in
person, ask for manager

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-Frt. 8 a,m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Flee Column
Won tea

OGO

FULL SCOPE OPTOMETRY PRACTICE
Seeking full time help. Optical experience preferred
Send resume to PO Box
1040-F, Murray, Ky

WestView

DISNEY area, 5 days, 4
hotel nights, use anytime,
paid $310, sell $100
502 584-5650

Public Sole
For Tfooe

• Cioadfiners are 2 days
an pc/Vance,

6.4.

150

WILDLIFE/ CONSERVATION JOBS Game wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No exp necessary Now hiring For info
call (219)794-0010 ext
7159,8arn to 10pm 7days.

HEALTH!

026

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY II Full time position with benefits Two
years of college and three
years of secretarial experience required with appropriate experience substituted for education. Strong
organizational, office, and
communication skills required. Must be proficient in
the operation of microcomputers Responsibilities include providing guidance to
international students and
performing various office
duties Salary $6.90 per
hour Apply at: Human Resources, Sparks Half, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, Ky
42071-0009 Murray State
is an EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.

IMPROVE YIDUA

NEEDED Volunteers to
process clothing for Community Resource Fair,
Sam-4pm. M—F. National
Guard Armory

Mobile Homes For Sate
For Sale or Lease
Home Loans
Real Esta1e
Loke Property
Lots For Sole
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sole

ACCOUNTING CLERK.
Full time position with benefits. High school graduate
or equivalent required Two
years of office experience
required with one year of
the two years in an
accounting/bookkeeping
setting, accounts payable
experience preferred.
Working knowledge of personal computers and data
entry skills required with
experience in LOTUS
1-2-3, WordPerfect, and
dBase softviare preferred.
Salary $6.43 per hour.
Apply at Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, PO Box 9,
Murray, Ky 42071-0009
Murray State is an
EEO,M/F/D/, AA employer

EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14, AFTERNOON dishwasher
3208-C East Colonial Dr Apply in person or call
No 308, Orlando, Florida, 492-8195 Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel, Ky
32803
ENTRY level technician BABYSITTER needed
Wed needed Apply in person at M o n
Purdom Motors service Fri ,3pm-12midnight, your
home or mine 759-9248
dept

check the Mt Inseam of
their ode for any error. Murray
Ledger 1. Orme will be responsible tor only one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be
mode.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
4.35
440
4.50
460

Help
Wanted

service'

ADOPTION: We are a kind
California couple who longs
to adopt. We can give your
newborn a loving family in a
secure home Legal/
Medical. Call collect to Barbara, easy to talk to
818-841-4590

McConnell
Insurance Agency

060

Jerry McConnell
rnsurance
753-4199
'tree local claim

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
- Articles For Sole
Apc.honc es
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Ceoners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musco'
fv1isceloneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Help
Wanted

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
2(X)
210
220
240
260
390

Master Card

Help
Wanted

MEET more quality singles
Down Home Singles
615-993-2000

Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7.of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cors
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

060

ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

TRANSPORTATION
470
43
485
490
495
500
510
520

LOST Red wallet at Murray
Post Office on Sept 18, can
identify 753-1171

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

530 .

Last
And Found

Note*

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

230 .
250
290..

050

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray Independent Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the Board
Office, 208 South Thirteenth Street, Murray, Kentucky on Monday, September 25,
1995 at 5:30 p.m. to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy
of 34.0 cents on real estate and 36.6 cents on
tangible personal property.

SERVICES

oao .

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots tor Rent
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

020
1-0961
Notice

Legal
Notice

255
330

Form Equipment
uvestock & Supplies
Poultry & Suppiies
Ptociuce
reed & Seed

0*0

010

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
DOrneSf1C & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Business OpPorTunItY
Instruction

060
070
090
100
110

Legol Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Found

CALL 753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
Advi•frisiws are resqueSted to

Articles
For Sale

W ILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc. No exp.
necessary Now hiring. For
Info Call 219-794-0010 ext.
7159,8am to lOpm, 7days

CASIO cash register,
2-dept , 1yr old, hardly
used, $125 Call 759-4119

MUMS are hers First &
second bud stage, 3 sizes,
always the best D & M
Market, 403 Sycamore
753-7483

EMBER Hearth wood insert $150 Super single
waterbed, complete $100
Vitamaster exercise machine, $125 Kawasaki motorcycle, make an offer
759-4421 after 5pm

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

FOR Sale Quilts and Pillows Call 753-5346 Or
759-9718

STRAW for sale $1 50 a
bale 489-2436 if no answer leave message

GEM top utility topper for TANNING beds, commerS-10,swb, side wing doors, cial units Must sell,
$150 obo 753-5371, 753-1300
753-6761

070
Domestic
Childcare
CALL Linda 759-9553 Will
clean home or office
WILL babysit in my home
Have experience & references. Call 753-4114.
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437-4064
WILL dean houses or offices 759-9865, 753-2835
WOULD like to keep children in my home Have experience & references
753-3102
100

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

/ ALPINE

Business
Opportunity
ATTENTION Computer us
ers: Be your own boss, earn
extra $S full or part time.
Start your own business
making PERSONAUZED
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, for
less than $500 Call
1-800-707-0152 for more
information
GREAT Business opportunity. Don't miss this
chance to own your own
business and make big profits from personalized children & adult books. Call
502-247-2703.
120
Contputers
1s1 CHOICE IN COMPUTERS, OFFICE FURNITURE, SERVICE, AND
TRAINING. HAWKINS
RESEARCH, 1304-E
CHESTNUT ST. 753-7001
1,10
Ward
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
ANTIQUES. Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-86-46 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

•ockldcsqabft
b

clarion
4C AM 64t. A.6_6 lc) I 4C3,

T:
C)
all e
Car Audio

.S.unset Boulevard Alusie
Dixieland Center

763-0113

TOBACCO WORKERS
NEEDED
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free housing to those beyond
local recruiting area, transportation
& subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met. $5.47/hr. stripping/Alt.
work. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

r

APPLICATIONS NOW
BEING ACCEPTED

11

for residents of CaUoway & surrounding counties Register
now in a State National Training Service Program to train for
Federal Employment Eligibility in General Clerk and other
potmums:
• Postal Sertice
• Inspectors
• Cook
• General Clerk
• Construction

• Computer Operator
• Social Service Ass
• Motor Vehicle Operator
• Fire Fighter/Police Officer
• Fish & Wildlife Adm

With Starting
Pay Of Up To:

• Lae Enforcement
• Food Sert ice Worker
• Meat Cutter
• Health Aide
•& More

$14.00/hr.

150

GREAT BENEFITS • JOB SECURITY
• No Experience
• High School Diploma

Articles
For Sale
18FT Martin sailboat, complete with sails 8 trailer,
$600 Yamaha Raz scooter
low miles, good gas mileage, $500 Smith Corona
professional word processor, 1yr old, $503. Call
753-2319 after 6
CAMOUFLAGE clothing,
hunting supplies, steel toe
boots, motorcycle helmets
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield,
Ky
502-247-4704

Required
• Goi.eriment Provides
Job Training

not required
• If you hate experience or
higher education, you may be
eligible for higher pay ratings

90 Minute Orientation - $5 Fee
HOLIDAY INN (Mayfield) 1101 Houseman St..
Hwy. 45 Bypass, Exit 24 Hwy. 121,
Friday, September 29th ONLY!
11:00 a.m. or 7:00 p.m. 'NO CHILDREN*

i

(Vets bring DD-2I4 or Military ID)
• Be on time • No phone calls • Bring Pen

A

Fisher-Price
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150

I
vol
Me
Par
FlI

An Equal Opportunity Employer IK/F/ON

•
•••
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MURRAY

270

310

Mobile
Bows For Sate
VENDING machine,6 compartments, $250 Call
489-2704 after 6

PRO series 767 golf clubs
3-PW, 1 & 3 drivers wi
graphite shaft, pro classic
WULFF Sun tan bed, just bag, all great condition
like new, $1500, Syr war $160 New England 410
GA shotgun, great condirarity 437-4061
tion $65 Muca pool cue
w/case, great condition
ItS
$175 Cal 753-2494 after
7pm
Antiques

LEDGER & TIMES

450
Houses
For Rent

Fano.
For Sale

9

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 25, 1995

510

530

Sinks&
01100

Services
Meted

1994 16x80, MOBILE
Home Lrved in a year and a
half Set up in nice mobile
home park in town Fenced
in front porch nice yard and
uskty building For more
into call Rogers Enterprises, at 753-5140 or
753-2217

OFFICE or business 1030 4-58R ,lbath older home, 1st TIME on Vie market
1971 VOLKSWAGON Bug
sq ft 308N 12Ih next to Farmington, Ky, $375imo
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
180 acre farm 80 acres good shape $1500
obo niture repair
Faye's 753-9212
753-4268
& custom Factory trained by 3 major
crop land 35 acres woods, 753-2542
woodworking 753 8056
manufacturers All work
RETAIL or Office Space in NORTHWOOD storage 65 acres pasture land
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS
parts warranted Ask
and
Farm
has
tobacco
base
S Side Shopping Center presently has unit availAPPLIANCE SERVICE
good engine
for Andy at The Appliance
good Kenmore,
753-4509 or 753-6612
able 753-2905 753-7536 corn base 4 spring fed
Westinghou
se
trans,good transportation.
Works 753 2455
ponds 8. several beautiful
Whirlpool 30. yews ex
502-753 5561
building sites This farm
perience
BOBBY BUSH hogging or pasture
360
320
has it at Call Billie at Kop
1987 CUTLASS Supreme HOPPER, 436-5848
clipping 753 0062
For Rata
perud Realty 753-1222 for
1994 28x70 MOBILE Home
Brougham very sharp &
Or Loam
ILL
11
more
details
and 1'4 acres land 3BR,2
dean Call 492-8566 after
110
EtENTON Antiques Colobaths, all GE kitchen ap1.2 380 apes Furnished, CREEKVIEW Serf storage MLS13000459
4P(11
nial home 13 rooms filled
pliances, central unit Lo- very nice near MSU No warehouses on Center
LAND for sale, 5 to 300 1990 MAZDA B 2000 pis,
Firewood
to overflowing Something
cated 1'4 miles north of pets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 Drive behind Shoney s acres, 753-1300
Speciatzing In Custom Klkhen Cabinets &
for everyone budget 103
Owner
pit, air, 56xxx mi $3650
$20-$40imo 759-4081
Kirksey on Swift Rd Call days,753-0606 after 5pm
FIREWOOD, also tree sec
financing
West 13t St. Benton, KY
Cabinets Need A New Look?
obo
435-4556
after
6pm
489-2247
V109 436-2562
502 527 5424, Tues- Sat
1BR & efficiency, nice near RENTAL space now avail- TOBACCO
Let u•give your existing cabinets a facelift.
barn
for
sale
1991
GRAND Prix GT
10am 5pm Sun lpm
VALUE' value' value' Dink- MSU, available now Cole- able East Side Boat & Mini
Get that new cabinet look without having
with land 753-1300
white w/gray interior,
Storage 759-9835
ins pledge If you compare man Real Estate
5Pm
to pay that new cabinet price.
loaded, 89,000 753-6885
270
construction, insulation, 753-9898
•oh.• u• Yaw limusawnotts viet Build Ti Si Your Amata•
options and set-up, you will
Mobile
370
1991 TOYOTA Camry, 1
1122 US AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON TEE SQUARE
1 OR 2br apts near downHomes For Soh
find that Dinkins will have
190
Livestock
(Next to Rudy's)
owner. 42xxx miles, V-6,
town
Murray
753-4109
your best housing value
& Supplies
Farm
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
auto, full power, CD sun
12x65 3BR, 1 bath, comDinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
Equipment
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- 6YR Old
Unfinished Oak Furniture
roof 753-4358
pletery set up on rented lot,
Quarter horse 38R, 1 bath, bnck, 3 miles
Hwy 79 E Paris, Tn
land Westly Village, Ibr mare, for more
753-0961
1976 GMC. 2 ton grain needs work, $3500 obo
info
call
So
121
City
water
&cable.
1993
TOYOTA Paseo new
800-642-4891
apartment, utilities in- 492-8761
truck, 16 ft., midwest bed Call 753-6012
new
roof
&
decking,
central ores, 753-7015
cluded, rent based on inGood condition 492-8659
280
come 65 & older, or handi- HAY for sale Large round hia, reoendy redecorated
86 OLDS '98 Red wired
cap & disabled Equal bales & square bales Ti- $59,500 759-1874 days. leather interior Proof of re1978 PETE, 34f1 dump, 14x72 WITH 10x20 addiMoblie
759-4561
evenings
tion,
2'a
bath,
2
or
3 bedready to start hauling grain
Housing Opportunity. mothy & clover,has not
Homes For Rent
built motor & transmission
room, new garage (18x26),
•
been wet 435-4201 after 3BR duplex for sale
502-354-8888.
437-4838
$2700 492-8603
SHADY
Oaks - 2 or 3br,
3 stall barn with shed on 3
6pm
753-7947
MUR CAL Apartments now
acres, North of Benton electric or gas Walking disANTIQUE 68 LeSabre exaccepting applications for
tance to college 753-5209
Nights3BR
cellent condition $3500
duplex for sale
924-9469,
days200
1, 2 and 3br apartments
762-1148
753-5114
firm 759-9535
Sports
TRAILER on nice prrvate Phone 759-4984
A Professional Service
Equal
lot,
7
ml,
east of Murray
equiFewall
A BEAUTIFUL beginning CADILLAC 91 Sedan De1966 MELODY 12x65,
Housing Opportunity
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
Call Linzy Beane,
$2,000 753-7975
can be yours in this very Ville, lady driven garage
357 RUGER Revolver
MURRAY Manor Apart- AKC Boston Terriers
436-2582,
attractive 3br home com- kept, 84K mi , white with
$250 489-2704 after 6
$2004250
Is
502
527
help yea Ow yaw New Kitcheo or Bathroom
1987 CLAYTON mobile
0972
ments now accepting applipletely redecorated
red leather, $13,000 Call
home, 14x70, 2br, 1 bath,
cations
for
GUNS buy, sell or trade
1-2br
apart285
DOG obedience classes or Fenced backyard w/nevr 901-642-3174, leave
central heat. $5500 obo
ments Apply in person private Serving Murray 14 outside storage building
436-5650
Mobile
message
753-7375
1.30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri, years 436-2858
for tree quote or coastaltiag.
Offered in the 50's thru
Home Lets For Reg
OLDS
69 Convertible, real
1409 Duigiud Dr.
Kopperud Realty,
HUNT Club area for lease, 1992, 28x60 DOUBLEWFOR sale 4 male Cocker
CLEAN small park
dean can be restored Call
890 ac plus/minus, Pu- IDE still under warranty,
MUST see extra nice du- Spaniel puppies, blonde 753-1222 MLS13000396
$100/mo 492-8488
492-8841 after 6pm
ryear, Tn For info, 1475 sq ft. $30.000. Must
plex 2br, 1 master bath some wispots, $100 After BAGWELL Subdivision in
502-655-2200 days, be moved. 492-8684 after
MOBILE Home Village, w/wp tub and shower, 5pm, call 753-5113 or Murray, brick ranch style
502-655-7021 nights
4Pm
washer, dryer, dishwasher, 492-8518
495
house, 3br, 2 baths, fire$80/mo, water furnished
garage and large deck Call
place, freshly painted, new
Coleman RE 753-9898.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-5719
Vane
carpet,2 car garage, big
753-2915
yard w/extra lot $86,000
Prompt Professional Service
NATIONAL HOTEL Apart300
1990 LUMINA APV excellent condition, loaded
ments 6th and Main, 1br REGISTERED Pointer 436-5715
Bunnies
At Competitive Prices
apartments, utilities in- puppies Great Bloodline
Rentals
BEAUTIFUL brick 2-story 489-2218
Custom Home Building • All Types of Roofing
cluded Rent based on in- Call 753-3966 night, home on 10V. vinyl fenced
COMMERCIAL property
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
come Elderly, disabled or 753-7435 day
acres, lots of trees, round
office or retail. 917 ColdwaPaos • Decks • Drywall • Siding
handicapped Equal Houspen,
barns,
kennel.
ter Rd lease, deposit &
ing
Opportunity.
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
$277,000 502-435-4184
400
12 Years Expenence - Free Estimates
references required. $325.
502-753-0757,
Classifieds every day, including
753-6069 leave message
EXTREMELY nice brick, 1973 FORD /' ton, ne1.0 enMurray, Kentucky
Produce
the Shopper, for $175 a month
NEWLY decorated 2br,
gine, body rough, $1,000
just outside of town, 1/,
UPSTAIRS office space
near MSU, large living APPLES for freezing,
(paid in advance).
can- baths, double carport, sun 759-1799
Located Downtown $95,
room, appliances furn- ning & drying, also
Pate Effective Aprll 1, 1995
Damson porch & nice work shop
$175& $575. Size of rooms
1985 SILVERADO, 305
ished, washer/dryer hook- plums. McKenzie
Or- Price reduced Coleman White, swb loaded Boyd
Some
vary
whinndows
InCall 753-1916 for details.
up,
deposit,
no
RE
pets
753-9898
Call
chards. 753-4725 or
cludes all utilities.
wheels, tint, $4500 obo
753-0661 after 5pm
753-9468.
753-1266,
753-6554
FOR Investors, 2812sq ft
NOW taking applications
new duplex, Fallbrook Sub
1987 MUSTANG, blue, 4
4in
for Section 8 low rent housRental income $1100/mo, cylinder,
5sp $1500 obo
Reel
ing Apply in person at
Price $130,000 492-8516
753-6554
Estate
Southside Manor, 906
General Welding & Repairs
or 762-7221
Broad St Extended, be1994
CHEVROLE
T
4x4,
4 ACRES mostly wooded FOR sale by owner 3or 41x
- No Job Too Small tween 8am-12noon, No
with nice 14x65 mobile 2,4 baths, 5200 sq ft. LWB, 15xxx mi Call
phone calls please Equal
489-2183
home, septic system, deep 9-10ft ceilings, hardwood
Home
Housing Opportunity
well, many Dogwoods. floors, view thru gas fire1994 CHEVY 4x4, w/8 ft
Cellular
950ft road front, 4.5 place, whirlpool bath, bed, V-6, 5sp , a/c, pis, pit).
mi.,southwest of Murray, 16x24 master bedroom, Century cap, many extras
Murray, KY
excellent building siteisites. lots of closets In South- below book 753-0033
FOR
THE BEST CALL VERNON NANCE
*Wet
492-8738.
west school district with city 67 CHEVY,
For Bent
SWB, 350, aft,
CUT the red tape by selling utilities on 2 acres with pis, $3500 759-1652
1BR, 1 Bath, w/d hook-up
30x30
shop
see
Must
this
your real estate at auction
stove & relrig., furnished For
Call now at 89 DODGE Ram Charger,
details call Wilson Re- home
eiectnc heat, S300/mo., no
motor & trans great body &
753-4873
alty 753-5086
pets. 753-2905, 753-7536
interior good 437 4482
ESTATE settlement, lot C's GATESBOROUGH Home
38R, large living room, 2
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
16 & 17 in Grove Heights 40004-ft, 2 story, 4BR first
510
baths, central hia on 2 acre
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Subdivision, just off Hwy floor, 4 baths, large game
lot, 7 miies north of Murray
All Types Of:
94E on Hwy 732E Make an room with bar, study gas
Campers
502-527-2711.
heat & water. Walnut caoffer 502-247-6619
Custom Woodworking
binets, Conan vanities, 24FT Coachman Cadet
HALEY Appraisals Bob Large decks with gazebo, Everything works, a/c, gas
Haley, state certified
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
yard sprinkler system, heat, awning, $3500
759-4218
• Drop by and see our showroom
fenced back yd lots of new 436-2113
401:1 SUNBURY MURRAY 13.4ohtnd Bunny Broad)
KOPPERUD Realty has items & extras, great for FOR Sale 1960 Silver Ea753-59.40
753-5940 or gle
buyers waiting to purchase kids
Bus, V-8, 318 Detroit
homes-all price ranges If 436-5946
diesel engine, two roof air
you are thinking of selling- HOUSE
for sale in Kirksey units, generator, 6 bunks
Ii;'iMA:anaManalatilaMMainallWarf&sii
contact one of our courte- area 489-2794
after Ideal for singing group or
ous and professional 5 30pm
camper, $7500 080 Call
agents at 753-1222 or stop
We have been your custom builder in the
901-644-7587 after 5pm
HOUSE & horse barns on
by office at 711 Main St.
past. We are now expanding our business
1 2 acres, $42,000 24x30
520
NEW Lisbng: 1994, 16x80, shop on 1 3 acres,
to better meet your needs. In addition to
Said.
3br, 2 bath, Mobile Home
custom building, we can now take care of
$15,500 1 acre lot $7,500
& Motors
Fully turnished, including All with road frontage 2
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
appliances. Located just miles on Van Cleave Rd
15HP Johnson motor
damage or replace your roofing. A
water
east of Lynn Grove on
753-4525
electric start S/S, T/H
peaceful 1.4 acre lot with
$1,000 Parker Marine Sal
Bruce
fish pond. Would make IN TOWN home, on beauti- vage,
a
Paris, Tn
great building site for future ful 1 8 acre wooded lot 901-642-656
9
home Contact Rich at Kop- Home has 4 brs., 3,4 baths.
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
Irving room, dining room. 16FT PolarCraft, deep and
perud
Realty, 753-1222
FREE Estimates: 7534343
7 Days Per Week
den, library,, play room, 3 wide, 40 horse motor, fish
MLS*3000465.
...
,
.
....
fireplaces, in ground pool & finder, trolling motor
much more Offered thru 753-6226, 753-4168
435
Kopperud Realty,
Ulm
22FT Venture Sailboat,
753-1222 MLS*3000471
Property
1992, 650 Yahama Jet ski
JUST now on the market
Call 753-0095
15 ACRES, near Ky Lake, Charm and Class, ALL-INONE SURE TO PLEASE
Blood River subdivision
530
Walk to the water, woods, 38R, 2 bath, immaculate
Santo's
$19,500, terms. 759-1922. suburban home on large
Offered
lot. Bay window, breakfast
4
Will Build To Your Speccations!
TIME
MSU
WATERFRO
Champion,
nook,
overlooks
NT
pasture
property
Insured
Completely Mobile
on Barkley Lake near Can- land and vaulted family Brad Hutchins giving pool
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
ton 146 2 Acres, wiover
•OfTIce Furniture & Entertainment Centers
room creates an open airy lessons at Breaktime, from
Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding 0
mi of shoreline, sold as look Many built-ins, nice 6pm-9pm Call 759-9303
•Solid Surface Counter Tops
-we Spariali7e in Cleaning'
Doors, Windows. Door Track & Trolleys. and Insulation
entire tract 527-1285 or pantry in mudd room plus 2 for details
502-759-9672
for
Metal Buildings
Vinyl &ding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
354-6301
car garage Call Barbara,
630 N 401 Si (next to Lorimer Plaster) • Murray
Al
Al
A
TREE
SERVICE,
DIVISION
Butterworth
OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC
A
Century-21, 753-1492
Rd (Hwy 299)
Office (502) 489-2722
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734
stump removal, hedge trimMurray. KY 42071
Home (502) 489.2724
440
NEW home ready now 3br ming, landscaping, mulchLots
2 bath, master bath has ing & mulch hauling, gutter
For Sals
whirlpool. 9ft ceilings, hard- cleaning Clean-up junk,
2 BUILDING lots in subdivi- wood floors, custom ca- garbage Odd jobs, also Al
sion with limited restnc- binets, fireplace, lots of household moving Free
bons City water, natural closets, 3000 sq. ft in estimates. Tim Lamb
Central Heaang & CooJing Service & installabon
All Types of Refuse Service
gas and cablevision in Lyn- Southwest Villa Subdivi- 436-5744.
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
sion_ Call now at 753-4873_
nwood Heights, 3.3 mi
A-1 Tree professionals
west of city limits on 94 W
SPACIOUS 3br house on Stump removal, tree spray$4500 for nice level lot or V.
AMERICAN
KTN CARPET CLEANING
acre lot on So 6th St. ing, serving Murray, Callo$6000 for nice wooded lot
ANII STANDARD
1869 sq ft on main floor, way County since 1980,
Carpet • Upholstery
W.MOI =lea AMOINK•
Call 753-5841 or 753-1566.
1140 sq ft basement At- Free estimates 436-2247
1 (800) 642-7740
LOTS for duplexes, trip- tached garage, nice deck, or 492-8737
•417A777
MOBILE
lexes, or quadplexes, most reasonably priced
Dial the 800 number first. When
A and A Lamb's lawn mowAUTOMOTIVE DETAILED CLEANING
reasonably priced, Dial 753-5992
Jim Gay*
you hear a recorded message,
ing, light hauling, mulching,
753-1492. Century 21,
Ronne England
enter the Access Code. 85.
(502) 435-4699
Murray, Ky.
STATELY older home leaf raking, tree trimming,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Mark. 436-2528.
close to MSU Campus
Our team of detailing specialists will
4Brs , 2 baths, zoned R-4, AGAINST
The Wel- wallact
come to your home or office & clean your
multi-family Can be used
papering, commercial
Fame
T Trimagng
as private home or student cleaning,
vehicle in about 2 hours.
aualitY Service
rentals, and
For Sale
ree
.
rent.. Offered in the 80's houses.
Free Estimates
Call Cherie for a
Prices starting at $89!
Tree Remove
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
10.3 ACRES at fenced in, thru Kopperud Realty, good thorough job
of the DedactilMost
24 Hour Service
surveyed 2 barns a garage, 753-1222 MLS4/3000472
Slump Removal
753-9274.
small
2
buildings,
tool
shed.
MEDICARE
Landscaping
ALL around hauling, mow
3br doublekvide with house
(3
"
nuP Servict
SUPPLEMENT
ing, tee work, junk clean
roof & carport added, pond
He* Trimming
Light tisulhg, Etc.
You are responsible for the deductibles that
up, cleaning out gutters,
Stocked with fish. Shown by
Medicare does not pay. 6716 on part Au 6100 on
Joe 436-2867
appointment only
Part I. Call me for more inforrnaHon.
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
436-5648
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
Licensed & insured
foundabons, slabs, sidew
11 25 ACRES,3 mi West of
1989
YAMAHA
Virago,
Mks,
driveways,
buildings,
Murray, 40x40 building
8 am.-• p.m.
750, 6xxx mi , $3800
remodeling, repairs AGC
753-7581 after 5pm.
753-0410
certified 489 2214

Arr::
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M & M Remodeling
Service
Call 753-6869

ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION

Business on
a Budget?

753-5814

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Nance's Welding
Service
(502)753-1729
(502)853-2841

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

753-1916

Dial-A-Service

You Can Advertise Here For
16.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916

CAMP

MURRAY 753-9224

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only $12 per week?

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

fal@la 760-202t
!DP 11G.IMID.

762-1100

Custom
CABINETS

WOODWORKING

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

David's Cleaning Services

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

What aWaytoStortthe Week!!

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

— Did! Now

—
Advertise .Here!

1-800-585-6033

,
SPOT
ON THE

NEIL

• IA

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

tBrothe/J

CALL TODAY 492-6151

Tree Service

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-7890

•

502436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

7! •

:
4b
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CALENDAR

Services
Offered

Service.
Offered

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
instailabon, repair, replacement 759-1515

D COLSON, roofing sid
mg, genera/ home repairs
474-8739

FROM PAGE 5

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

•

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1995

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, addibons and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
DUBO'S Cleaning Service,
houses, offices, apt Call
436-2837 or 436-2114

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbet, Con- D W Weiding, portable. Alustruction Phone 492-8516, minum, mild steel, stainless, cast von Evening/
pager 762-7221.
weekend hours Call David
BOB'S Plumbing Service. at 436-5638.
Instellation and repair, all
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
work guaranteed
parts & service. Everlock
753-1134 or 436-5832.
vinyl skirting, lifetime warBUILDER new homes, gar- ranty, tan, beige, white,
ages, additions. Tripp Wil- grey 492-8488
liams. 753-0563
KITCHEN CABINET REBUSHHOGGING. Gardens FACING. Make your old
plowed, disked, driveways new again with Formica. All
graded. Milt Jones colors, free estimates.
437-4030
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560.
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning, $25.00 per room. LAMB Brother Home ImFree deodorizing. provements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
436-2654.
free estimates. 436-2269.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for LAMB Brothers Tree Sermotor home, boats, RVs vice, stump removal.
and etc. Excellent protec- 502-436-5744.
tion, high quality, excellent
LEE'S CARPET CLEANvalue. Roy NM 759-4664.
ING. Carpet & Furniture
CHIM Chlm Chimney cleaning. Free estimates.
Sweeps has 10% senior 753-5827.
citizen discounts. We sell
LEWIS EXTERIOR
chimney caps and screens.
CLEANING: Houses, mo435-4191.
bile homes, brick & vinyl
CLIP & Save Adult student buildings, R.V.'s, sidewdo yard work, hauling, till- alks. Free Estimates.
ing . Call evenings, 502-753-6490.
435-4636.
LICENSED for electric and
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING gas. 753-7203.
New Installation- RepairMARC'S Lawn Service.
Replacement 436-2667
753-6226, 753-4168.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
MB GENERAL CONHomes, trailers, offices
STRUCTION & MAINTEWulffs Recovery, Murray.
NANCE: carpentry, paint436-5560
ing, electrical, siding, other
apt.
maint.
CUSTOM bulldozing and &
backhoe work, septic sys- (502)436-2819 fax or
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, modem avail.
Horace Sholar
PLUMBING & Sewer work.
DAVID'S cleaning ser- We Rod mainlines & sinkvices. We clean vinyl, brick, lines. All work guaranteed,
drive ways, sidewalks, mo- 20 years experience.
bile homes, R.V. 759-4734. 436-2654.

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690
TRAVIS Asphalt driveway
sealing, free estimates
753-2279.
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592
WANTED Yards to mow
Reasonable rates No Job
too small or too large Call
759-9900 or leave
message

meeting/I3 p:m./Arnerican Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Social Security representative/10:30

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camoorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. 753-0530.

officers meetins/7 p.m., regular
meeting/I3 p.nr.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30.
753-3557

Classifieds
Office
Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
Saturday

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

Stop by our office. today or dial 753-1916

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 26, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

TODAY'S CHILDREN are resourceful. creative and enthusiastic. One
of their special Librantalents is the ability to make something beautiful out
of something ordinary. Count on these responsible Libras' study and work
habits to be above -reproach. Their pride in their appearance spills over into
their home and office environments. Everything always looks great!

ARIES I March 21 -April 19):
Your powers of persuasion are at a
peak. Go after what you want! The
next three days comprise a fortunate
period for creative projects and
financial investments.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
New and improved work habits help
you juggle a busy schedule. You are
asked to choose between two excellent ideas. Sign papers related to
home improvements or travel.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201:
Sharing a fun experience or adding
artistic touches to your home makes
this a pleasant day. At work. avoid
biting off more than you can chew.
Budgeting your time, energy and
money becomes easier.
CANCER (-June--2-1---July 22):
Someone's suggestions help you
make a smart decision. Artistic and
musical pursuits prove higliiy enjoyable. Quick thinking lets you turn an
imaginative Concept into a practical
venture. Flash that winning smile
when requesting assistance!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You
may have to abandon certain activities or hopes which have proven to
be impractical. Avoid acting wishywashy. Once you have made up
your mind, move swiftly. Keep
detailed records for tax purposes.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
not let minor problems snowball
into a major disaster. You have a
real knack for handling money matters. Follow conservative guidelines
to avoid dissipating your resources.
Romance heats up when you confide a secret.
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct. 22): A
busy day lies ahead -full of *go-

GRANDPARENTS DAY: Delores and Russell Lyons listen as their granddaughter Natalie explains
her "garbage pizza" art project during Thursday's Grandparents Day celebration at East Calloway County
Elementary School.

a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Moose Club events include

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
'NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Aligning yourself with an unconventional person or project could bring
fresh career gains. Your financial situation shows steady improvement. A
scholarship or grant is likely for someone who has a reputation for working
well with others. A young person
begins to show some ambition. Oiler
gentle guidance. but do not trv to dictate terms. A neighbor helps you get a
better handle on community. affairs.

Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

WILL haul mulch
753-6226, 753-4168.

Attention
Classz led Advertisers!
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Tuesday, Sept. 26
Dexter Center/senior activities/9:30
a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
55-Alive Group of University Church
of Christ going to Paducah.
Info/753-9318.
Phobian Sunday School Class of First
Baptist Church/7 p.m /home of Anna
Ruth Harris.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies'
Bible Class/10 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship/6 p.m.
Greco Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m./home of Louise Bidwell;
Library open 10- 1 1 :30 a.m.
Memorial - Baptist Church Eva Wall
Mission Group/1:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Cuilters/9 30 a.m.; Trustees/noon at
Pagliai's.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5.15 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 am. and 3 p.m.

tiations, conference's and discussions. Your energy may ebb and
flow unpredictably. Remember your
priorities. Making too many.
demands on your loved ones will
create resentment. Lighten up.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21): The
next few days look especially hectic.
Close attention to detail . is essential.
Financially, you may be better off
than you think. Business, romance and
the arts enjoy beneficial influences.
Organize your free time better. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Romantic and professional ties
are blessed today. Rejoice over a
stroke of good luck!. Two heads are
better than one when trying to solve
a mystery. A creative enterprise
gathers steam. Plan a pleasure trip.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Express your literary or artistic interests through your home's decor. Coworkers are in a cooperative mood.
A nice surprise may be featured this
afternoon. Evening hours look great
for both romance and socializing.
Heed your mate's wishes.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Take a chance on a clever idea.
Originality counts big With higherups. Avoid dealing with fly-by-night
companies. A business with a
proven track record is a better bet.
Keep prom-lists
-PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
congenial atmosphere at work contributes to job satisfaction. You and
your associates come up with a good
idea over lunch. Postpone making
major financial or romantic decisions. By tomorrow you could
change your mind!

Dixon receives fellowship
Dr. Susan M. Dixon, assistant necessary funding.
grant proogram. The'4995-96 felprofessor in the department ofart at
lowships are reserved for scholars
Fellows pursue their research
Murray State University, has recenwherever necessary to complete the
whose doctoral degrees in art histly been awarded a J. Paul Getty
tory have been conferred between
proposed project for the fellowship
Postdoctoral Fellowship in the His- period. Grant recipients are given a
Jan. 1, 1989 through Jan. 1, 1995.
tory of An and Humanities.
full year free from teaching responDixon recieved a B.S. degree
The fellowship allows Dixon to
from Temple University in 1980,an
sibilities. Research investigating
pursue research on her proposed
M.A. from Cornell University in
connections between art history and
project,the garden ofthe Arcadians, other fields in the humanities are
1987, and a Ph.D. from Cornell
known as Bosco Parrasio. She has
University in 1991.
especially encouraged by the Getty
taken a sabbatical leave from Murray State throughout the 1995-96
•••• •114.• AA IP..it•.- 444-W444. $4.---.1.- -,
.
.44.•.44- •111.: ••••• •••
.....a......4
,
44
-41,"-- ,
academic year in order to conduct
her research in Rome, Italy. While
'41
in Rome, she is residing at the
•11
A
-Senior's Night! Buy one get one free!! I;
A
vweta nesuay-SenlOrs
American Academy.
7.99
Thursday Night-A.Y.c.E. Seafood Platter
,Cf
In her proposal, Dixon explained
8.95 .,
,
Ir
that the Enlightenment Society
Friday Night-our Famous Seafood Buffet
r
;
'8.98 5
known as the Accademia degli
Saturday Night-our Famous Seafood &tit,
fi
Arcadi, which worked to reform the :
Buffet
11-2
Grand
Lurch
5.95
le
:mr
627-0ur
d
4
:
1.-;-\,2 t(Ueo
n
r,
literary arts in Italy, left publicar I(V)
01:
tions revealing that the "creation
Wed. Wm Sat. 4 p.m
ID
and the utility of the visual art were
r
addressed at the Society's gathers:471:7YEY531:114:::11::
ings." Dixon noted that this prominent Society included 18th century
artists and theorists such as Gian
Paolo Pannini, Giovanni Battista
Piranesi, Hubert Robert, Monsignors Francesco Bianchini and Giovanni Gaetano Bonari. In conclusion, she theorized that the "images
could be used for the illustration and
even creation of knowledge, particularly historical knowledge."
Dixon is investigating the society's role in promoting this thinking
about the relationship ofimages and
Almo, Kentucky
knowledge. Bosco Paffasio, created
in 1726,still exists on the Janiculum
Pastor - Tim Hodges
Hill. While in Rome,Dixon plans to
study the archives ofthe Accademia
degli Arcadi now housed at the
Biblioteca Angelica, a public library in Rome, and the project
drawings now located in the Accademia Nazionale di San Luca,
also in Rome.
Director of MSU Baptist Student Union
"I aim to concentrate on what I
see as an affinity for the use of the
Special Music Nightly
capricci, or capricious pictorial
composition, from which knowSunday Morning
Stephanie Wade
ledge was generated.
Sunday Evening
MSU Baptist Student Union
"For the Accademia degli Arcadi
to function as a vital and viable
Monday
Max McGinnis
Enlightenment Society in an often
Tuesday
Gary VeClure
censorious papal Rome, there
Wednesday
Flint
Baptist
Church
needed to be an environment where
religious, national, ideological, and
Thursday
Mrs. Loma Borders
perhaps even gender differences
THEME: "Let Your Light Shine," Matthew 5:16
were suspended, in order that progress, measured by the creation of a
* Nursery Provided *
useful, public knowledge, could
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YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE '
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
NurnOlands

Bursitis
Pain down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13 Numb Fingers
14 Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Rosa & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. B a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test,a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the resultS.
DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:"THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPaNSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RK34T TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
RE waunseo FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
is PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HO6RS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE.
MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

753-0489

This entire examination IS FREE
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

FREE LIMITED TIME'OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU
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Flint Baptist Church

occur," she said.
Through her research, Dixon
hopes to prove that it is for that
purpose which the garden was intended to serve.
The J. Paul Getty Postdoctoral
Fellowships in the History of Art
and Humanities aim to "advance the
understanding of art and its history
by supporting the work of outstanding scholars a chance to carry out
orginal research, by providing the
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DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 35-year-old
daughter suffers from migraine
headaches around the time of her
monthly menstrual cycle. Her doctor
has prescribed a strong pain reliever.
but that causes fatigue and listlessness. Is there any natural remedy she
might consider''
DEAR READER: Migraine headaches, which may be recurrent and
severe, are believed to be caused by
an electrical biochemical abnormality
in the brain. Such headaches are, in
some people. triggered by hormone
changes (especially related to menstruation). fatigue. stress, and other
factors_
Ordinarily, migraines are treated
with beta-blocker drugs (for prevention) and analgesics for pain. There is
no "natural- remedy that serves these
purposes, although many patients
have obtained relief from non-drug
therapy. such as self-hypnosis.
biofeedback and acupuncture. Also,
your daughter might consider elimi-

Ten years ago
Former Kentucky Lt. Governor
Harry Lee Waterfield will be
speaker
and Dr. Thomas B.
judged it to be ineffective.
Hogancamp,
recently retired vice
In my view, this is sheer nonsense,
yet another example of a political president of Murray State Univerbureaucracy meddling in our lives. sity, will be guest of honor at the
Quinine was harmless and helped fourth annual College of Business
many patients; it seems to me that the and Public Affairs banquet at
drug should be available to those who MSU on Oct. 4.
want it
Eagle Scout Chris Drew was
Thus, your best bet is to ask your
family doctor's advice; perhaps he or presented the Eagle Scout Silver
she knows of a substitute medication Palm at a City-wide Boy Scout
Meanwhile. I'm researching the' sub- Court of Honor for Troops 77
ject and will report back when I have and 45 at First United Methodist
further information
Church.
i 995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
Dr. T.A. Thacker spoke at the
annual homecoming at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church, according
DR. GOTT
to the Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor.
Births reported include a girl to
Mike and Carrie McDonald and a
girl to Donald and Sheri Clapp,
Sept. 21.
Twenty years ago
Jana Jones, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones of Murray,
has been selected as one of 17
cast members for "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest," first
major production of the year by
Murray State University Theatre

nating certain foods (such as cheese
and red wine) that may, in some people, worsen migraine. Finally, if her
family doctor has been unable to
relieve her symptoms, she should
probably see a neurologist for a second opinion.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Headaches." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10150 Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a healthy
woman with the exception of nocturnal leg cramps. Can you help me
DEAR READER: Until recently. I
probably could. However, in August,
quinine sulfate tablets were removed
from the market and are no longer
available.
Quinine, when taken at night,
often prevents nocturnal leg cramps
I've been told by pharmacists that
the medication was discontinued
because a governmental agency

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
YOUR PENS
TMATS NOT IT ISN'T4
. WATS THERE'S
DON'T WORK! THE WORST THE WORST
NO MONEY
ANO THERE'S
OF IT
I PART OF IT
LEFT
NO ROOM IN
INTHE
THE PARKING
---cstOT!!

THEY ALWAYS RORGET THE
LITTLE PROBLEMS WHEN
YOU THROW THE BIG ONE
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I NEED VOQR
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Oct. 8-11.
Verna Wallace of Rt. 4, Murray, is pictured with a 10-pound
catfish caught with a night crawler while fishing out of Blood
River area.
In football games, Murray
High School Tigers lost 3 to 0 to
Mayfield High School Cardinals,
and Murray State University Racers lost 16 to 9 to Western
Carolina.
Thirty years ago
Two Murray doctors were honored at a meeting of -Kentucky
Medical Association held at
Louisville. Dr. C.C. Lowry was
elected as vice president of the
Western District of KMA; and
Dr. John Quertermous was
elected as a delegate to the
American Medical Association
for KMA.
Two local 4-H club members
won championships at the Purchase Area Junior Achievement
meeting held at LaCenter. Ellen
Watson of Lynn Grove 4-H Club
won for her demonstration in clothing and food preservation, and
Jeannie Jarrett of New Concord
4-H Club won for her demonstra-

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 25, the 268th day of 1995. There are 97
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1981, Sandra Day O'Connor was sworn in as the first female
justice on the U.S. Supreme Court.
Ten years ago: Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met for more than four hours at the
Soviet U.N. Mission, but did not reach agreement on any of the issues
they discussed.
Five years ago: The U.N. Security Council voted 14-1 to impose an
air embargo against Iraq; Cuba cast the lone dissenting vote. In a videotaped message to Americans, Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
warned that if President Bush launched a war against his country, "it
would not be up to him to end it."
One year ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin began a five-day
swing through the United States as he arrived in New York, hoping to
encourage American investment in his country's struggling economy.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4643

'3
•A K Q 7
+Q 10 9 5 2

CATHY

WEST
•Q 10 9 7

SURE, CATHY.
SIMON AND I
WOULD LOUE
TO GO OUT!
WHO ARE `IOU
BRiNGING

MY CHARM
rA4 WIT
1..14 COIA PASSiON
rAki CONVERSATION
COMPRN4
fA4 iNsIGHTS
• ENER04
MY PERSPECTIVE
MY INTERESTS
MY OPINIONS AND
MY SENSE Of HUMOR!
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LOOKING BACK

When migraine headache strikes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1995

BUT WHAT PERSON
ARE YOU BRINGING?

HOW GREAT MUST A
SOLO ACT &ET BEFORE
IT HAS THE APPEAL OF
A MEDIOCRE DUET ?...

J 10 98
•J 6 5
4K 3

EAST
—
K Q42
• 10 9 8 3 2

+ A 8 74
SOUTH
•A K J 8 5 2

A 76 5
•4
+J 6
The bidding:

South
14
2 iv

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
2
2 NT
54

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

44
6
Opening lead — jack of hearts.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
This extraordinary deal was
played in the match between Poland
and Iceland during the 1963 European Championship.
When the Polish team held the
North-South cards,the bidding went

OF!3r
,
1 0

asshown.Obviously something went
drastically wrong with the bidding,

since the Poles got to a slam with two
club losers as well-as the possibility

ofalso losing one or two trump tricks.
But the sun shone brightly on the
South Pole that day, and he made
the slam anyhow! West led the jack
of hearts and a few moments later,
South had 12 tricks safely tucked
away.
He won the heart lead with the
ace, ruffed a heart, and cashed the
A-K-Q of diamonds, discarding the
J-6 of clubs. He then ruffed a club, a
heart, a club and a heart.

By this time nine tricks had been
played and South had won them all.
The lead was in dummy and South's
last four cards were the A-K-J-8 of
spades, while West was down to the
Q-10-9-7 of spades.
Declarer led a club from dummy
and ruffed with the eight. West

overruffed with the nine but had to
surrender the last three tricks.
Strangely eriough, even four
spades could have been stopped had
West been sufficiently inspired to
start off with the king and another
club. A club continuation by East
would then have settled declarer's
hash.
The Polesfinished third that year
out ofthe 18countries entered in the
event. Had they had a few more
hands like this one,they might even
have won the European Championship.

tion on her rabbit project.
Patricia June Lamb and Larry
Miller were married Sept: 20 by
Henry Hargis, minister, at his
home.
Murray State College Racers
lost 27 to 24 in a football game
with East Tennessee.
Forty years ago
Approximately 328 feet of
curb, gutters and sidewalk are
being constructed on the east side
of South Fourth Street from Murray Hatchery to the bridge.
Calloway County Book Mobile
began its second year of operation this month with Mrs. Raymond Hamlin as bookmobile
librarian.
The Meat Judging Team of
Murray Training School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America
placed second in competition at
Kentucky State Fair at Louisville.
Participating were Daniel Billington, Dale Barnett and Bill
Harrell.
Attorney James Overby spoke
about "Status of Women in Kentucky" at a meeting of Murray
Business and Professiona'
Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. Bertha
Neil Shroat was elected as
"Woman of year" for National
Business Week by the local club.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: In 19t.40, at t
age of 50, my husband, Gary,
diagnosed with Alzheimer's (II—
ease. Initially I cared tor him
alone. Then, in order to make end.meet, I took a job as a waitres
Gary's parents, both in their so.,
the time, stepped in tO help \A it
his care because Gary tended t,
wander, no'longer wanted to 'who
or change his clothes, and had
become incontinent.
Caring for someone wit h
Alzheimer's is lonely and diffit'ult
I've watched Gary deteriorate o‘cr
the last 14 years. My responsibilities have increased and our roles
have completely reversed.
become the breadwinner and must
make all the decisions now. ()or
friends have deserted us.
These changes took such a toll
on me that I became very
depressed. In 1992 my doctor told
me the stress of caregiving had elevated my blood pressure, w hich
aggravated my arthritis. The pain
eventually became so severe I w -t.
forced to quit my joIi. WhicTi made
me even more depressed.
I then became involved with the
local chapter of the Alzheimer s
Association. I had formerly resisted
joining the support group because I
thought it would mean sitting
around with a bunch of crvbalue,:.
How wrong I was The member-•
were caregivers, too; the kne‘k
firsthand exactly what I was goin,
through. We help each other
They're like family. I can phone oilt
of them at any hour if Gary's
becomes too much tin- me to bear
Caregivers for people with
Alzheimer's must give theinsek
permission to reach out for help
The Alzheimer's Association ofh-rsupport groups. education 5E'S1,,fl' .
free literature and a helphne.
Thanks. Abby, fir the pp 'lit
ty to tell my story. I hope t
caregivers who see this letter
make use of the resources availAl,
in their communities.
ERMA ZIMMERMAN.
SIOUX CITY. IOWA

DEAR MRS. ZIMMERMAN:
So do I. An estimated 70 percent
ACROSS
1 Author of
'The
Godfather"
5 Storage
place
8 — cream
12 The
sweetsop
13 Individual
14 Many or
Felipe
15 Paper
measure
16 12 months,
in Spain
17 Peruse
18 He who
hesitates
——
20 Thanksgiving
Day event
22 Can. prov.
23 Approximately(2 wds.)
24 Word with
teat or mine
27 "Under Siege
2....* co-star
31 —Tse-tung
32 Praying
figure

GARFIELD

MALLARD FILLMORE

PEANUTS
9-2f

IANEN THE CATCHER COMES
OUT TO THE MOUND FOR A
CONFERENCE,IT'S USUALLY
A DRAMATIC MOMENT..
1,17.•

.!Z3

BEETHOVEN HAD A BLUE
COAT WITH METAL BUTTONS
THAT HE LIKED VERY MUCH

BUT NOT ALWAYS

cr;),

k`

.4160
••01.

cLz)

.C2.9
:susillera

‘
4;

... ip-is-sa•massasisiggmommgagam—
-

•

33 Youth org.
34 Protective
covering
36 Former latenight host
37 Pate de —
gras
38 "Pretty
Woman"
star: inits.
39 "Aesop's —"
42 Terminates
an aircraft
flight
46 Spanish
rOOM

47 Cash ending
49 Reveal
50 — and board
51 —King Cole
52 Part of
HOMES
53 Diminutive
suffix
54 Man's name
55 "Don Juan
De Marco"
actor

DOWN
1 Equal
(comb, form)

Answer to Previous Puzzle
WRMUffljjRfl
DAIHEIR
WRIEMPOIM OMUffl
UMW MARIA
!WARN! MUUMMRMO
MEMO MUM OM
A MN ORIDMM BUM
OM

MO BUBO COMUDM
MMURMMDO PUUM
MMRM MOM
MMIMA MAMMA
MM ORUMM URM
MRM EIROON MO

9-250 1995 United Feature Syndicate
2 Colorado
Indians
3 Fervor
4 Donny or
Marie —
5 Vessel
6 Hostelry
7 Artificial
rubber
8 Bug Bunny's

MEM MEM MINIM
MINIM MUM MIME
ME= MEM NM=
NM= MMIIMME
ME ME=
dad. MMINIMMWM
MOM MEM= MOM
MMINAMMEM WM=
MEM WM
WWWIMME MMENdid
WM= Mall WM=
ME= MEM WM=
MIME MEM MEI

favorite
9 Olive genus
10 Wash cycle
11 —ranch
19 Spielberg ID
21 Aide (abbr.)
23 Chicago
airport
24 Lunden a.m.
show
25 Paddle
26 'Pink
Panther
co-star
27 Pacino film
28 Org. for
Shaquille
29 — Network
(cable)
30 Sailor
32 Plains Indian
35 Burning
38 Investigated
38
39 Golf cry
40 Thanks — —
41 Make
obscure
42 Liberal —
43 Sleek order
44 Stumble
45 Ooze
48 —Clair,,
Wis.

of the 4 million Americans with
Alzheimer's are cared for at
home. Since nearly 80 percent of
the caregivers report high levels
of stress-induced psychological
and physical ailments, family
support is crucial in Alzheimer's
care to reduce stress and help
families maintain a high level of
patient care. This keeps families
together longer, delaying costly
placement in nursing homes.
Too many caregivers have no
support. They must attend to
their own needs in order to care
for their loved ones.
The Alzheimer's Association
has a network of more than 200
chapters in 50 states providing
programs and services to assist
families. People can call their
local chapter for referral to these
programs and services in their
communities,or the national tollfree number is(800) 272-3900.
The 1995 Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk is the only
national fund-raiser for
Alzheimer's disease. It will he
held Oct. 7 and 8. To register or
to learn more about the Memory Walk, contact your local
chapter. Those who can't walk
may participate by sponsoring
someone who is walking, or by
making a small donation.
* • *

For an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversationalist and a more attractive person, order *How to Be Popular."
Send•business-sixed, self-addressed envelope, plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada)to: Dear Abby Popularity
Booklet. P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
610544447.(Postage is included.)
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MSU,Livingston Central
continue joint research
project at Civil War site
-

Kayla McCrite, Jeremy Hicks, Andrew Hicks and Matt Imus ask you to
donate children's clothing and coats for all ages which you didn't sell
at the county-wide yard sale. Take items to the National Guard Armory
on HWY 121 N. for preparation for the upcoming Community Resource
Fair scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 30 at Murray State University's Curris Center.

DEATHS
Vernon McPherson
Vernon McPherson, 81, of 51 State Route 1390, Sedalia, died
today, Sept. 25, 1995, at 8 a.m. at his residence.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Retha Morris Myers
<

Mrs. Retha Morris Myers, 90, Benton, died Saturday, Sept. 23,
1995, at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Her husband, Walker Myers, preceded her in death. Born Oct. 27,
1904, in Kentucky she was the daughter of the late Monroe Morris
and Virginia Frizzell Morris.
She retired from IGA of Benton after 30 years of service.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jane Lampkins, Mrs. Ann
Williams and Mrs. Nancy Phillips, and one son, Sam H. Myers, all of
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lorene Nix, Murray; one brother, Mac Morris, Las Vegas, Nev.; 14 grandchildren; 25 great-grandchildren; eight
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. at First Baptist Church of Benton. The Rev. Joe Johnson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Haltom Cemetery with arrangements by Collier Funeral Home of Benton.

Murray State University and Livingston Central High School are
banding together to continue research and interpretation at Fort
Smith, a federal Civil War gun
emplacement fortification in Smithland, Ky. Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens,
professor of anthropology at MSU,
has recieved a $1,500 grant from the
Kentucky Heritage Council for the
project To date, Carstens has received $21,500 in grant funds for
this archeological study.
Murray State students and faculty
will cooperate with the teachers and
students from Livingston Central
High School on the grant. Meg
Tolley,a biology teacher at Livingston Central, and her students, will
identify and label the major trees at
the site so that a part of the area can
be used as a nature trail for Livingston Central Students and Smithland
community members.
Two outdoor exhibit boards,
which will interpret the site for
visitors, will be constructed by
Richard Mjos of Mjos Illustration in
Murray. One of the boards will give
an overview of the history of this
Civil War fort, portraying the 1861
Scheller map which shows the site
as it was at that time. The other
exhibit may illustrate either a starshaped fort, based on a map made
by Dr. Andrew Kellie, associate
professor of industrial and engineering technology at MSU,or the
site's 7,000-pound cannon. Thatcannon, said Carstens, was capable
of shooting a 32-pound iron ball
more than 1 1/2 miles.
Two Charleston Battery benches,
identical to the benches which are
placed in MSU's quadrangle behind
Pogue Library, will be purchased
for the fort site. "The aim of this
project is to turn this National
Register site into an interpretive
center and community park," noted
Carstens.
The target date for opening the
site to the public as a free historical
center is April 1996. Walking tours
of historic homes in Smith land will

SFC (ret.) James Ralph Smith
SFC (ret.) James Ralph Smith, 71, San Antonio, Texas, died Sun- day, Sept. 17, 1995, at San Antonio.
He was born March 5, 1924, at Kirksey in Calloway County. A veteran of World War II, he was a member of Alzafar Shrine, Scottish
Rite, Army Lodge 1105, and American Legion.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia K. Smith; one daughter,
Linda K. Reeves and husband, LTC James A. Reeves, Fairfax Station,
Va.; one son, Maj. James R. Smith Jr. USMC and wife, Janet, San
Antonio; two grandchildren, James R. Smith III and Jennifer Smith;
one sister, Mrs. Wilma F. Minton, Murray; two brothers, John B.
Smith, Rt. 1, Kirkscy, and Charles L. (Skeeter) Smith, Rt. 1, Almo;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary L. King, California.
Graveside services with full military rites were Wednesday, Sept.
20, at 1 p.m. at Fort Sam Houston National Cemetery, San Antonio.
Sunset Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

John E. Covington
Final rites for John E. Covington were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers were Mike Miller, Brad Barnett, Bryan Scott,
Kris Richardson, Paul Nord and Kreg Richardson, all grandsons. An
honorary group was the Nursing Personnel of Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Covington, 81, Broad Street, Murray, died Thursday, Sept. 21,
1995, at 4:45 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

The funeral for Mrs. Kathy S. Spradling will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim
Simmons will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Spradling, 57, Murray, died Thursday, Sept. 21, 1995, at 4:37
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

\60

Stock Market Report

be included as a part of the tourist
area. Homes such as the Gower
House, which was built in 1795, will
be featured. Homes on the tour will
showcase Georgian, Federal and
Greek revival-style architecture.
The English clam at Livingston
Central, taught by Doris Cothran,
has prepared a guide to the homes
which will be available at the tourist
center in Smithland.
As a part of the opening, the site
will boom with the sound cannon.
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The United States 15th Artillery
Regiment, a federal Civil War reenactment group, will present a
cannon-firing demonstration and
will conduct tactical maneuvers at
Fort Smith.
Carstens said the project owes a
great deal to the cooperative spirit of
the teachers. "Teachers who have
had a tremendous impact on this
project include Debbie Bell of Murray Middle School; Vickie Conyer,
Debbie DeWeese, Jeff Clark, Meg
Tolley, Doris Cothran, Scott Coleman,Ed Doom and Terese Lang of
Livingston Central; and Art DeWeese, who now is based at Paducah Tilghman High School," Carstens said.
"Logistical support for this project has come from a variety of
sources," he explained, "including
the department of sociology, anthropology and social work at MSU;
the university's college of humanistics studies; Francis Rushing, Tom
Counts, Harry Loy and the school
board of Livingston Central; and
Ian Brown, the Livingston County
soil conservationist"
Results of the 1995 excavations,
as well as those from the 1994
project, will be presented to the
Southeastern Archeological Conference in Knoxville, Tenn., and to
the Kentucky Academy of Science
by Carstens ans Kathleen Tucker,
MSU archeology student. Tucker
will use the archeological data from
1994 and 1995 for her senior thesis
at Murray State University.
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